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Bio: Steffen Staab is professor for databases and information systems at the University of Koblenz-Landau, leading the research group on Information Systems and Semantic Web (ISWeb). His interests lie in researching core technology for ontologies and semantic web as well as in applied research for exploiting these technologies for knowledge management, multimedia and software technology. He has participated in numerous national, European and intercontinental research projects on these different subjects and his research has led to over 100 refereed contributions in journals and conferences. Dr. Staab held positions as researcher, project leader and lecturer at the University of Freiburg, the University of Stuttgart/Fraunhofer Institute IAO, and the University of Karlsruhe and he is a co-founder of Ontoprise GmbH. For more information see: http://isweb.uni-koblenz.de/ and http://www.unikoblenz.de/~staab/ Title: Joint Metamodels for UML and OWL Abstract: Model-driven engineering (MDE) is now commonly used in software engineering in order to separate concerns of domain modelling and realization into a pipeline of transformations from platform-independent model to code. Thereby, MDE builds on metamodels of the different levels of abstraction in order to facilitate such transformations. In recent years, such metamodels have also been developed for semantic web languages, such as OWL-DL, and have even been discussed in standardization committees resulting in the ontology definition metamodel of OMG, the object management group. However, this new avenue of modelling ontologies using metamodels has been hardly pursued so far - seemingly because of a lack of interesting use cases. We argue in this talk that very interesting possibilities arise once the metamodels of OWL and the metamodels of software specification languages like UML are joint. We present such metamodels as well as two use cases. One use case will explore how ontology engineering may help software engineering using MDE. It shows how ontology modelling can be integrated into software specifications in order to disentangle software design patterns. The second use case demonstrates how software engineering helps ontology engineering. Here, we consider the use of joint metamodels for declarative mappings between ontologies.
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Use Cases for Building OWL Ontologies as Modules: Localizing, Ontology and Programming Interfaces & Extensions Alan Rector, Matthew Horridge, Luigi Iannone, Nick Drummond School of Computer Science, University of Manchester Manchester M13 9PL, UK [rector | mhorridge | iannone | ndrummond]@cs.manchester.ac.uk



Abstract: The notion of an Application Programming Interface (API) was a breakthrough in re-usable software development. OWL’s import mechanism makes it possible to define analogous strategies for modular ontology development. This paper explores five use cases for such development: normalization, pluggable ontologies, extensions, localization, and ontology programming interfaces with applications.



1. Introduction The notion of an Application Programming Interface (API) proved a breakthrough in software modularization and re-use. APIs allow developers to separate applications’ public interfaces from their detailed internal structure and operation. They also help to focus developers’ attention on providing clean sets of operations and methods to allow others to understand and re-use their code. Currently, there is no similar widely accepted practice for ontologies, even those designed to be used in “ontology driven architectures.” Most work has concentrated on extracting segments that preserve key properties from pre-existing ontology, e.g. [1], on the related notion of conservative extensions, e.g. [2] on the related issue of importing and re-using parts of pre-existing ontologies, e.g. [3] or on extracting modules that can be locked to allow concurrent ontology development, e.g. [4]. All these approaches involve post hoc segmentation of the ontology. By contrast, Bao et al [5] describe a mechanism for ontology packages as explicit extensions to DL languages. In this paper, we examine use cases, two of which are closely related to Bao’s, and describe how they can be implemented within the framework of OWLDL, or at least the proposed extension to OWL 1.1/2. All the use cases proposed here are aimed at defining and managing dependencies amongst ontologies and between ontologies and ontology driven software as an intrinsic part of their design and development rather than retrofitting them to existing ontologies. Both strategies have their uses, but the authors believe that, for many applications, modular design provides advantages over a monolithic approach. Until recently, many OWL ontology development environments made modular development mechanically difficult. The work reported here has been made possible
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Figure 1: Normalization & Joining Modules



in large part because of the new Protégé-4 1 OWL development environment and the new OWL API [6]. Note that all examples are given using the Manchester OWL syntax [7] with the slight variation that for conciseness we abbreviate “subclassOf” to “” and “equivalentClass” to “,”.



2. Use Cases 1.1



Use case 1: Ontology normalization and joining



In a previous paper [8], we introduced the notion of a normalized ontology formed by a set of strict mono-hierarchical trees of primitive entities joined by definitions and descriptions. The technique had been developed and well proven in other environments in the GALEN project [9] and has subsequently been used in ongoing work on biomedicine including, own work on clinical ontologies[10]. Originally, both the primitive trees and the joining axioms were implemented in a single module. Efficient means for modularization means that we can now implement each major tree – e.g. structure, function, disorder, causative agents, etc – in a separate module and then provide one or more “joining ontologies” that contain the axioms and definitions join them together. Figure 1 shows a cascade of such 1



See http://protégé.stanford.edu
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Figure 2: Schema and Ontology Binding Interface



normalized and joining ontologies, with the joining ontologies shown in bold. The cascade allows the composition of complex notion out of careful factored individual ontologies, in this example that of a “Cancer (disorder) of Liver (structure) secondary to Alcohol (causative agents) that impairs conjugation (function) of Bilirubin (structure) causing Jaundice (disorder)”.



1.2



Use case 2: Pluggable modules: ontology Binding Interface and Placeholders



In many situations, a single core schema ontology is to be used with several alternative domain ontologies, e.g. a single ontology of the structure of clinical trials might be bound to a number of different disease and treatment ontologies, depending on the topic – e.g. cancer, infectious disease, congenital malformations, etc. In this case, the interface sub-ontology is the direct analogue of the API. Consider the example in Figure 1. A single schema ontology of disorders might be used with several different ontologies of anatomy – one for surgical anatomy and an alternative one for developmental anatomy – and several alternative ontologies for pathology. What is required in this case is for the schema ontology to be able to define the domains and ranges of relations at a generic level, and then allow these to be bound to the specific entities in appropriate subontologies for each subtopic. Our strategy is for the generic schema ontology to identify key entities needed for its schema by “placeholders” classes. Equivalence and subclass axioms can then be
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Figure 3: Core Ontology and extension package consisting of multiple extension modules



used to bind the placeholder classes to the specific classes in an application specific sub-ontologies as required. Figure 2 demonstrates the principle by showing the relations to the disorder module in Figure 1 in more detail. Prefixes are used for the namespaces for each ontology. The generic disorders schema ontology includes axioms defining the domain and range of properties that will link the imported Pathology and Anatomy pathology.2 However, the disorder schema ontology makes minimal commitment to the nature of the anatomy or pathology ontologies or their contents. To use the generic disorder schema, an application ontology must implement a binding ontology that defines the placeholders from the disorder schema – d:Pathology and d:Anatomic_entity in terms of the imported ontologies for anatomy and pathology. Usually the binding definitions are formulated as equivalence axioms, but this may be too strong in some cases. For example, the disjunction in Figure 2 could be weakened by replacing it with a pair of subclass axioms, thereby allowing the possibility that other classes, from other ontologies, might be kinds of pathology.



1.3



Use case 3: Ontology extensions and packages



Because imports in OWL simply add axioms to a monotonic system, and entities are assumed to exist when mentioned, there is no barrier to circular imports. This has proved a particular useful technique for developing extensions, especially during ontology deelopment. An extension to a module both imports the module and is imported by it. This means that everything that is accessible in the base module is visible in the extension. This notion can be used either to extend a base ontology for 2



The “Foundational Model of Anatomy” (FMA)[11] is assumed as a reference for anatomy.
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Figure 4: Example of Localisation Module



a particular subspecialty – a variant on the notion of plugable ontologies above – or as a development strategy to add new experimental information which can later be merged into the main ontologies. It has also proved fruitfal to define testing extensions consisting of test cases with suitable annotations for “unit testing” to show that the classification is as intended and that intended constraints are actually enforced– i.e. that classe definitions that violate them are unsatisfiable. Placing these test cases in separate extensions makes it easy to remove them from the published ontology or to publish them separately. Frequently sets of extensions form a package – e.g. a “radiology package” might require extending modules for anatomy, devices, and diseases (“pathology”). Currently this must be done by naming convention as shown in Figure 3. Plans are in hand to provide a more systematic mechanism so that all of the extensions that form a package can be managed as a unit and the naming conventions maintained automatically.



1.4



Use case 4: Localization



In many situations, there are general schemas and policies at the organisation or enterprise level that must be specialized at the local level. For example, there might be a general enterprise wide policy and generic rules for what to do in cases of “elevated blood pressure.” However, different departments’ or sites might have different criteria for when a blood pressure is to be considered elevated. Variations between sites in normal ranges and thresholds are common, particularly new biological assays and genetic tests, but occur even with relatively common measurements. Furthermore, these thresholds change with time. For example, in the UK, the policy for treating newly diagnosed type two diabetes has remained
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Figure 5: Ontology Binding Interface for Ontology Driven Architecture



unchanged for several years, but the threshold for diagnosis has been repeatedly lowered. Managing such local variations is a major task for many clinical systems. Figure 4 shows a sketch of one solution to important parts of this problem. The generic axioms concerning elevated blood pressure reside in the core or enterprise ontology and associated with enterprise wide rules. The more specific axioms, e.g. the actual numeric thresholds, reside in a localizing ontology that is imported by applications along with the enterprise ontology.



1.5



Use case 5: Ontology Programming Interface



In Ontology Driven Architectures, analogous to Model Driven Architectures, application data structures and behavior are derived from an ontology, either statically or dynamically. This produces a tight coupling between the application and the ontology that can restrict both their development. Typically, there are a small number of key high level classes and properties in the ontology that are referenced directly by the application. Confining these to a separate application interface sub-ontology, which is agreed to remain stable, provide the necessary decoupling analogous to that provided by an API between program modules. This pattern is very close to use case 2, except that in this case the “Interface Module” defines those classes that must be understood by the software as in some sense “special” rather than those that must be bound in another ontology. For example, the software might be aware of, and have special provision for, the fact that
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anatomic entities have parts and perhaps even for the transitivity of parthood. However, the specific part-whole relations required for different classes of body parts would reside in the external anatomy ontology. If an externally developed ontology is used, it is usually necessary introduce an ontology binding module, as described in use case 3, to link the classes in the Ontology Programming Interface to the external ontology. An example of this combined strategy is shown in Figure 5, in which a standard anatomy ontology, the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) is bound to an Ontology Programming Interface to be imported by an application that is written only in terms of generic notions of anatomical structures and part-whole relations. An extended case study and analysis of related methods is presented in [12]



3. Discussion 1.6



Issues in OWL for Modularization and Binding



Although OWL is often presented as if it were a collection of objects – classes, individuals, and properties – an OWL ontology actually consists simply of a collection of axioms about entities that do not have to be named before they can be referenced. Unlike a Java class, or a class in a typical frame system, there is no formal sense in which an OWL class “belongs” to a particular module. Any module can contain axioms about any class. This makes it easy to add additional information to “existing” classes in new modules, a feature that is critical to the strategies of using a binding ontology to add axioms to the description of the placeholder classes. On the other hand, the disadvantage of OWL’s approach is that, for organisational and housekeeping purposes, it is helpful, perhaps even necessary, to identify a given class or property with the module in which it “originates.” At a minimum, it is necessary to identify the module, or modules, in which each axiom resides. In OWL 1.0, axioms themselves have no identifiers and cannot themselves be annotated. Without this information, sensible editing policies are almost impossible. This problem is being addressed in OWL 1.13 and the drafts for OWL 2 by allowing annotations to appear on individual axioms, which can be used to identify the ontology in which the axiom occurs. Protege4 is experimenting with overlaying this convention with the notion of the “originating ontology” for an entity – normally, the ontology that shares the base URI with the identifier for that entity – and the “original definition” – all the axioms about that entity in that ontology. The larger problem is that to use such modular ontologies, it must be possible to treat sets of ontologies as units and to be able to copy and move such units easily without changing numerous absolute URIs in import statements. OWL 1.0 had no redirection mechanism although one has been being proposed for OWL 2.0. Protege4 is adopting conventions that include a notion of a set of ontologies residing in a single directory. It overloads the notion of “base URI” to act as an identifier for the ontology, independent of its physical location, so that the application simply looks for 3



http://www.webont.org/owl/1.1/
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an ontology with the appropriate base URI in a sequence of locations: the local folder, a local library, a global library, and then the Web.



1.7



Conclusion



Re-use of ontologies is still in its infancy. Most work on ontology modularization has concentrated on extracting modules from existing large ontologies using notions such as conservative extensions rather than modular construction and re-use. This paper looks at strategies for managing dependencies and encouraging re-use by establishing well defined interfaces between ontologies, analogous to APIs for programming languages. The an analogous strategy is proposed for controlling dependencies between ontologies and software using those ontologies. The strategy is also aimed to make ontologies “pluggable” so that alternative ontology modules may be used in conjunction with a single core ontology, e.g. different disease ontologies for different clinical domains in for a core ontology on clinical trials. A modular approach is particularly important in very large domains where no single group is likely to be able to develop all the ontologies required. It makes it possible for specialized groups, such as those concerned with describing clinical trials, to focus on their specialty and link in a controlled and predefined way to external ontologies while minimizing their dependence on the internal details of those ontologies. Experiments with the approach have included development of the CLEF Ontology and Chronicle system described in [12], the Ontology for Clinical Research (OCRe)4 and in ongoing efforts by the Ontogenesis consortium to refine the Gene Ontology5 as well as two commercial collaborations.
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Abstract. Semantic Web data sources are rapidly growing and made available to a large amount of people. Nevertheless, accessing those data sources is essentially achieved via specific RDF API. In this paper, we address the question of enabling the use of RDF resources as EMF objects, and present a solution based on the EMF framework and the ATL model transformation language. This solution provides a prototype that offers a small Java library for the instantiation and serialization of EMF objects from, and to RDF resources. Keywords: MDE, Semantic Web, OWL, RDF, ATL



1 Introduction The Semantic Web [2] provides fully decentralized data sources generally expressed in accordance with a schema (OWL/RDFS ontology). Semantic Web data sources are described by a set of RDF statements, thus providing machine processable descriptions of the resources at hand. Consequently, the Semantic Web simplifies and improves the development of knowledge-intensive applications that need aggregation of data from several RDF data sources. Nevertheless, developing Semantic Web applications implies accessing these RDF data via a common programming language. Today, applications are mainly developed with object-oriented languages, and accessing RDF data comes down to manipulating triples. In order to support a broader adoption of Semantic Web technologies by software developers, it is necessary to provide a transparent access to RDF data sources, e.g.: offering an implicit access to RDF triples through an explicit object processing. A similar issue has already been arisen by object relational mapping (ORM). Frameworks such as Hibernate [1] or ADO.NET [5] [12] already provide means to manipulate relational data via the object paradigm. These mapping tools ground on the definition of a mapping between the relational schema and the object domain model. Objects and RDF resources could be subject to a bidirectional mapping, allowing on the one hand the instantiation of objects from RDF resources, and on the other hand, the serialization of objects in the RDF format. The correspondence between objects and RDF resources results from a mapping between the object domain model and OWL/RDFS ontologies. This mapping somewhat stands as a counterpart of the more



classical ORM. There is one impedance mismatch between object and relational models; there is another one between the object and ontology models. A recent study lists seven main differences between the object model and the RDF data model [13]. In this study, the authors propose an object-oriented API for manipulating RDF resources in the context of Ruby applications. This API called ActiveRDF 1 mainly relies on the features provided by the Ruby language. In this paper, we present our own approach, based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework 2 (EMF). We provide a prototype that offers facilities quite similar to those present in object relational mapping tools. Our prototype aims at insuring the mapping between EMF objects and OWL/RDF Resources. We propose a Java library based on EMF and the Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) [10]. This library allows the instantiation of EMF objects from RDF data sources, and the serialization of EMF objects in the RDF format.



Fig. 1: Loading and Saving EMF Objects from Semantic Web data. The remainder of the article is organized as follows. First we present the issues concerning the definition of a mapping between objects and OWL/RDF. Then in Section 3, we present the overall architecture of our prototype. In Section 4, we explain the current implementation by showing how we use model transformations tools. In Section 5, we discuss the relationship between our approach and existing ones. Finally we conclude and evoke future works.



2 Mapping EMF Objects with OWL/RDF Resources The RDF data model provides a way for making statements about Web resources in the form of triples (subject-predicate-object) while the OWL language provides a way for defining ontologies according to description logics formalism. OWL ontologies are used to define the vocabulary for RDF statements and so, allow data sharing between Semantic Web applications. OWL and RDF are the foundation for making the Semantic Web operational. On the contrary, the EMF framework is based on a classical object oriented language (Java) and proposes tools for model driven software development. Modeling with EMF implies to define a domain model that should conform to the Ecore 1 2
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metametamodel which itself relies on the object paradigm. From a modeling point of view, we can list some similarities between an EMF model and an OWL ontology. However, mapping an object oriented model to an ontology is not trivial, especially if the question of mapping instances is raised. Let’s list some of these semantic differences below:  class membership: in object-oriented languages, an object is a member of exactly one class: its membership is fixed and defined during the object instantiation. In OWL, a resource (or individual) can belong to multiple classes: its membership is not fixed but defined by its rdf:type and the properties belonging to the resource.  class hierarchy: OWL classes can inherit from multiple superclasses. In object oriented language, this feature is not always permitted. Nevertheless, EMF models support multiple inheritances. This is done by using interface generalization during java code generation.  attribute vs. property: in the object-oriented model, attributes are defined locally inside their class. They can be accessed only by instances of that class, and generally have single-typed values. In contrast, OWL and RDF properties are stand-alone entities which in the absence of domain and range declarations can be used by any resource.  structural inheritance: in object-oriented programming, objects inherit their attributes from their parent classes. In OWL, since properties do not belong to a special class, they are not inherited. Instead, property domains are propagated, but due to their specific meaning (indicating the class membership of the resources using the current property); domains propagate upwards through the class hierarchy.  object conformance: in most object-oriented languages, the structure of instances must exactly fit the definition of their class, whereas in OWL, a class definition is not exhaustive and does not constrain the structure of its instances. However some constraints can be added by using restrictions on properties.  flexibility: object-oriented systems usually do not allow class definitions to evolve during runtime. In contrast, RDF is designed for integration of heterogeneous data with varying structure from varying sources, where both schema and data evolve during runtime. Given that, our prototype tends to overcome the above differences by using a mapping language and a set of model transformations in order to implement a bidirectional mapping between EMF objects and RDF resources.



3 General Architecture The general purpose of our architecture is to enable the handling of RDF resources in the form of EMF objects. ‘Handling’ means the ability of instantiating an EMF object from a given RDF resource, as well as serializing the object in RDF. Our approach uses an EMF domain model as a basis for mapping objects to existing RDF resources which are assumed to be described by an OWL ontology or by an RDFS schema. Nevertheless, in the case where no given ontology is satisfactory for the mapping, our prototype supports ontology generation from the EMF domain model.



In order to specify the object ontology mapping, we define a specific mapping language which is presented in the next sections. This mapping language is the main component of our prototype. The architecture of prevailing ORM mapping tools mainly inspired the choice of the architecture that implements our prototype. The main difference comes from the fact that data sources are not relational databases but RDF data sources such as classical RDF Store (Sesame 3 , SDB 4 , Virtuoso 5 , etc.) or SPARQL endpoints 6 . The latter are managed by a data source manager and are implemented by abstract classes that have to be extended according to the specification of the data source. Figure 2 outlines the prototype architecture. EMF application (EMF Domain Model)



resource provider model manager



query engine



data source manager RDF/OWL data source(s) RDF Store



SPARQL endpoint



Fig. 2: Prototype architecture.



The resource provider is the main entity and links the EMF application (mainly the EMF domain model) with the RDF data sources. It is also in charge of instantiating and serializing objects from and to the data sources according to the mapping. In fact this is the entity addressed by the application developer when using our prototype. The model manager is in charge of managing the different artifacts (models, metamodels, and model transformations) involved in the process. The prototype, not only provides a Java library for manipulating EMF objects and RDF resources, but it also comprises a model transformation engine based on the ATL language. This results in a series of models and metamodels that would appear cumbersome to manage if it were not organized and processed according to Model Driven Engineering (MDE) techniques. The model manager implements this approach and eases managing the whole set of (meta) models. The query engine makes it possible to query the RDF data sources directly from the EMF application. It allows RDF data retrieval as object data. User queries are expressed with an object oriented language that references model objects with use of the domain model vocabulary. These queries are then automatically translated into the query language supported by the data source (e.g.: SPARQL [16]).
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Data sources can be accessed via abstract representations which are processed by the data source manager. These abstract representations are equipped with methods suited to browse, retrieve and save data in the data source. The data source manager manages the collection of available data sources, distributes the queries to all or some of them and collects the result. It must also be able to aggregate results from different sources.



4 Implementation In this section, we described the current prototype implementation which relies on model to model transformations and domain specific languages. The prototype also provides a small Java library that can be used in any EMF applications in order to provide links towards existing Semantic Web data sources. 4.1 Resource Provider The resource provider is the main entry point that permits using the Java library in a classical EMF application. An example of using the resource provider is given in Listing 1. The Java code presented there shows how to instantiate the resource provider by declaring the EMF domain model (see line 2) and the mapping file (see line 3). The mapping is expressed by using a domain specific language call MEO (Mapping Ecore-OWL) that will be detailed in the next section. The initialization method, see line 4, actually instantiates the model manager. It exploits the previously declared domain model, mapping file (including the ontology description) and data sources. 1 2 3 4



ResourceProvider provider = ResourceProvider.getInstance(); provider.setDomainModel(new URL("model/museum.ecore")); provider.setMapping(new URL("model/museum.meo")); provider.initialize();



Listing 1: Initializing the ResourceProvider in the EMF application.



4.2 Model Manager The model manager treats all the artifacts required by the various model transformations. The model manager is a lightweight model repository, namely comprising the domain model, the metamodels (OWL, RDF, MEO, etc.) and the transformation models. In the next section, instead of exposing the model manager implementation, we have better presenting the different artifacts it holds. 4.2.1 EMF Domain Model An EMF application is defined from a domain model that conforms to the Ecore metametamodel. According to the MDE architecture, an EMF model stands at the M2



level, while its instances (the objects) are serialized at the M1 level. An EMF domain model can be created by using a standard UML modeler, an XML Schema or directly via annotated Java interfaces. The domain model is the starting point of our approach, and is mandatory for using our prototype. In the remainder of this article we illustrate our proposal with a domain model describing a museum as presented in Figure 3.



Fig. 3: A Domain Model representing a Museum.



4.2.2 Mapping Model The mapping between the domain model and the ontology is performed using a Domain Specific Language (DSL). It defines semantic links between concepts of the domain model and concepts from one or more ontologies. The language textual syntax is close to the structure of an object oriented language. A mapping file is injected into a model which conforms to the MEO metamodel. This metamodel is the abstract syntax of our mapping language. We do not present the entire metamodel in this paper, but show different kinds of mappings, especially package to ontology, class to class, attribute to dataProperty or reference to objectProperty. We consider a MEO model as a kind of weaving model that records traceability links between the domain model and the ontology model elements. Listing 2 presents with an example using our mapping language. The purpose is to map the domain model presented in Figure 3 and the ontology extracted from the dbpedia 7 database. We only present here some simple features of our language. Each domain model class is mapped to an ontology class identified as being semantically convenient. In each class mapping, the properties of the model class are mapped to equivalent properties in the ontology.
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1 2 3



prefix dbpedia: "http://dbpedia.org/property/"; prefix dbpedia2: "http://dbpedia.org/resource/"; prefix yago: "http://dbpedia.org/class/yago/";



4



map package Museum def = {



5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



map class Museum with yago:Museum103800563 def = { uriPattern = "http://museum/" + self.name; properties = { map attr name with dbpedia:name; map ref city with dbpedia:location; map ref artworks with dbpedia:museum; } }



13



map class Artwork (self.kind = #Painting) with dbpedia2:Oil_painting def = { uriPattern = "http://museum/painting/" + self.name; properties = { map attr name with dbpedia:title; map attr creationYear with dbpedia:year; map ref museum with dbpedia:museum; map ref hasArtist with dbpedia:artist; } }



14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21



map class Artwork (self.kind = #Sculpture) with dbpedia2:Sculpture def = { uriPattern = "http://museum/sculpture/" + self.name; properties = { ... } }



22 23 24 25 26



}



Listing 2: Mapping specification excerpt.



EMF class mapping examples are given, such as for Museum and Artwork, which are respectively mapped to the yago Museum class and the dbpedia Oil_painting class. A class mapping comprises the following clauses:  uriPattern: specifies the URI of the RDF resource corresponding to the ontology class target. The URI definition is specified via an OCL expression that returns a String. OCL allows browsing the domain model for pruning relevant attributes on which OCL functions can be applied in order to eventually build the required URI pattern.  subClassOf is an OWL keyword (from the ontology matching language) and here indicates that the mapped element in the new ontology refers to a yet existing ontology concept. Other OWL keywords can be used to express other appropriate kinds of relationship.  properties: specifies the correspondences to be established between properties of the model class (attribute, reference) and the ontology properties. The property mapping clause distinguishes between map attr that links an attribute to a datatypeProperty and map ref that links a reference (association) to an objectProperty. A complex mapping (see line 13) represents 1-N or N-1 correspondences between model and ontology elements. Our language, accepts these mappings in a simple way.



Complex mappings appear as a series of simple mappings being defined within a same context. All class mapping clauses with source Artwork belong to the same context and then define a complex 1-N mapping. More precisely, the Artwork domain class is split into two ontology target classes that distinguish between painting and sculpture. The opposite mapping is consequently typed N-1. In such complex mappings of classes, the selection of the subsets that define the concrete classes in the ontology is achieved by means of OCL constraints whose context is the source class in the domain model. 4.2.3 Ontology Model A data source in the Semantic Web is described by an OWL ontology, or by an RDF Schema. The current implementation of our prototype only supports the representation of the data source schema of an OWL ontology (in fact an OWL model). Our approach assumes that an object model already exists (EMF model) and is supposed to be connected with an RDF data source schema. The mapping is implemented with the language presented in the previous section. In order to take account of a major part of existing RDF data sources, we consider the case when the RDF data source has no special attached ontology. Thus, we distinguish two separate cases:  An external convenient ontology already exists; in such case, the user directly maps the concepts of the domain model to those of the ontology via the mapping language we provide. This is the simplest case, but it implies the domain model should be rather close to the ontology.  No convenient ontology does exist; in this case the user can build the ontology from the domain model thanks to the mapping. The ontology is generated from the mapping by a set of model to model transformations. This is an interesting case when the user wants to create an RDF data source and store model objects in it, for example in order to share them with other Semantic Web applications. It is noteworthy that our mapping language allows the user to define his ontology by making references to terms from other ontologies. Then, the newly created ontology imports terms from existing ontologies. In the current implementation, when an existing ontology is referred in the mapping language, we do not import it in totality, but restrict importation to the terms appearing in the mapping. The ontology import process supposes the creation of a model complying with the OWL metamodel depict in [3] [14]. So when we say that we do not import it totally, we mean that we create an OWL model containing the sole required concepts and properties. This method helps to cope with cases where a data source has no explicit ontology. For example, in the case of the dbpedia data source, there is no real ontology but rather a collection of RDF resources typed by various ontologies (foaf, geonames, yago, etc.). 4.3 Model to Model Transformations Our entire approach is based on the use of model to model transformations for achieving the definition of a two-way bridge between EMF objects and RDF resources. Transformations rules are specified with the ATL language.



4.3.1 Bidirectional Mapping Overview The definition of a bidirectional mapping between models belonging to different representations, i.e. conforming to distinct metamodels, implies being able to go from one model to another and vice versa without loss of information. In our implementation, we use the ATL language which allows only unidirectional transformations. In order to establish a bidirectional mapping, it is then imperative to define groups of paired symmetric ATL transformations. Figure 4 shows the different metamodels, models and transformations involved in this process. The bidirectional mapping is provided by the transformations obj2rdf.atl and rdf2obj.atl. Transformation rules are defined for the first one between the EMF domain model and the OWL metamodel, and vice versa for the second transformation. As a matter of fact, the OWL metamodel is fixed while the EMF domain model is dependent on the EMF application and is therefore subject to changes. This leads to automatically generate the paired transformations forming the bidirectional mapping.



Fig. 4: The mapping is compiled into 2 transformations forming the bidirectional mapping.



Both such ATL transformations take the EMF domain model, the OWL model (ontology), and the mapping model (MEO Model) as inputs. They are called highorder transformations, i.e. transformations that generate transformations. In that, it can be said that the mapping model is compiled into a bidirectional mapping that comprises a pair of model transformations. The use of high-order transformations ensures the automation of the process. In our approach, the only part of the process that requires a human expert is the definition of the mapping between the domain model and the ontology. 4.3.2 Model to RDF As indicated in the previous section, the obj2rdf.atl transformation is automatically generated from a high-order transformation according to semantic links established in the mapping model. An excerpt of the obj2rdf.atl transformation is given in the following listing. This excerpt shows the rule for translating a Museum instance into a



RDF Resource type by the OWLClass Museum. For each domain model class that appears in the mapping, a similar rule is generated. The RDF metamodel used in this transformation is derived from the ODM specification, and has been extended in order to ease specifying transformations. The RDF Resource is defined by a URI (given by the URI pattern in the corresponding mapping); its type is made of a reference to the ontology model. Each RDF resource is the subject of some statements (see Line 6). For instance, the lazy rules, makeDataStatement and makeObjectStatement, respectively create the desired statement from a class attribute, and from an association (see Listing 4). 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11



rule Museum2Resource { from m : Museum!Museum to r : RDF!Resource ( uri collect(e | thisModule.makeObjectStatement(m, e, 'artworks')), thisModule.makeObjectStatement(m, m.city, 'city'))} ), type : RDF!Statement ( ... )



Listing 3 Generated ATL code excerpt for translating a Museum instance into an RDF Resource. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



lazy rule makeObjectStatement { from s : OclAny, o : OclAny, pname : String to r : RDF!Statement ( subject 


Listing 4: Statements and properties are created by lazy rules.



The execution of this transformation returns a RDF model which can be serialized in an RDF document containing the description of the EMF objects. For example, we get the following RDF document excerpt as expressed in the N3 8 syntax:  rdf:type ; dbpedia:name "Le Louvre"; dbpedia:museum < http://www.example.org/painting/MonaLisa>; dbpedia:museum < http://www.example.org/sculpture/David>
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4.3.3 RDF to Model The translation of an RDF model to a model conforming to the EMF domain model is directed by a transformation that is symmetrical to the transformation presented in the previous section. Translating the RDF model into an EMF model is done by a two-step process. The first step involves the process that injects the RDF resources into a model conforming to the RDF metamodel. The second step involves the rdf2obj.atl transformation. It permits to get the EMF objects directly from the RDF resources. This transformation is automatically generated by means of a high-order transformation according to the mapping model. The high-order transformation takes the mapping model as input. Each ClassMap found in the mapping is processed by a rule that generates a transformation rule in the rdf2obj.atl transformation. The input of each generated rules is an RDF resource which is typed by some given class in the ontology. An excerpt of the rdf2obj.atl transformation is given in the following listing. In this excerpt, the rule takes a RDF individual which belongs to the OWLClass Museum as input. This rule creates an instance of the EClass Museum from the domain model. The properties of this instance (name, city, artworks) are initialized by getting values from the properties related to the RDF resource. The retrieval of these values is carried out by ATL helpers (kind of functions) on the RDF resource. These helpers return the following results:  A primitive type if the property matches an attribute,  One or more individuals if the property matches a reference. For example, in the following excerpt, the attribute name is instantiated by getting the property name value from the RDF resource. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12



rule Museum2Museum { from o : RDF!Resource( r.isTypeOf('http://www.example.org/Museum#', 'Museum') ) to m : Museum!Museum ( name first().object.value, city first().object, artworks collect(e | e.object )->flatten() ) }



Listing 5: Exemple of generated ATL rule for RDF2Model.



The execution of rdf2obj.atl produces a model which conforms to the EMF domain model. Each instance in the resulting model is initialized from its corresponding RDF resource. Model instance properties are also initialized by taking values from the RDF resource. During this transformation process, we cannot insure that values taken from RDF properties are present. If they are not, some model instances properties may have been not fully instantiated. This issue is related to the impedance mismatch between object and RDF as mentioned in Section 2. In object-oriented languages, all instances have to fulfill the exact structure of their classes, but in RDF, an instance may have



less or more properties than other instances belonging to the same class. Nevertheless, this drawback can be minimized if the ontology describing the RDF resources, defines the necessary restrictions over properties in order to insure the presence of the required properties for each resource. 4.4 Query Engine The current implementation of the query engine allows the execution of queries expressed in either HQL (Hibernate Query Language) or SPARQL. Queries are important in our implementation, since they allow selecting RDF resources for instantiating EMF objects. HQL is the query language provided with the Hibernate framework; it is an implementation of the object query language OQL. This language is well suited for querying object domain models, and thus EMF domain models, since it is fully object-oriented and supports notions like inheritance, polymorphism and association. In our approach, the use of queries is similar to the one appearing in most of object relational mapping tools. Queries are expressed according to the domain model and not according to the data source schema. So, the EMF application developer concentrates on the domain model, without having to cope with the data source ontology complexity. Listing 5 shows a classical use of our prototype query engine Java API. The query engine is directly called from the resource provider which returns an instance of the HQLQuery class. The latter is created from the string forming the query and contains the query model which conforms to the HQL metamodel (see figure 5). As can be seen in Listing 5, the user can also directly define the SPARQL query in the same manner. 1 2 3 4 5 6



HQLQuery query = provider.createQuery( "select museum " + "from Museum museum " + "where museum.name = 'The Metropolitan Museum of Art'" ); Resource result = query.execute();



7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15



SPARQLQuery sparqlQuery = provider.createSparqlQuery( "prefix rdf:  " + "prefix dbpedia:  " + "prefix yago:  " + "describe ?m "where { " + "?m dbpedia:name \"The Metropolitan Museum of Art\"@en . " + "?m rdf:type yago:Museum103800563 . " + "}" );



Listing 6: Instantiating an HQL Query and its equivalent in SPARQL.



The query process is initiated by a method call on the query object: execute(). This starts a model to model transformation process as detailed in Figure 5. This transformation launches the rewriting of the HQL query into a SPARQL query which



can finally be executed on the RDF data source. The model transformation HQL2SPARQL.atl takes the HQL query model and also the mapping model, the EMF domain model and the ontology model as inputs. The three last inputs are mandatory parameters for the transformation which is in charge of converting terms from the EMF domain model into their equivalent from the ontology. The result of this transformation is a model conforming to the SPARQL metamodel which is serialized according to the SPARQL grammar (we use the TCS [9] toolkit for this purpose) and executed on the data source. The execution of the SPARQL query on the data source returns an RDF document containing the required RDF resources. This RDF document is injected into a model that conforms to the RDF metamodel. At this stage we use the model-to-model transformation process depicted in Figure 4 (rdf2obj.atl), which insures the translation of RDF resources into EMF objects. As seen in Listing 2 at Line 6, the method execute() returns an instance of Resource (corresponding to a serialization of a EMF model), that contains the model obtained during the conversion of the RDF model. From there, the user obtains the instantiated EMF objects.



Fig. 5: Model to Model Transformation process for query rewriting.



5 Related Works The work we present here is strongly inspired by works about the manipulation of relational data through objects interfaces counterparts. Let’s for instance quote some ORM tools such as the Hibernate [1] framework for Java and .NET, or ActiveRecord for Ruby. These tools are mainly based on the Active Record design pattern [8] in which a class is mapped to a table, an attribute is mapped to a column, relations between objects are mapped either to foreign keys, or to association tables, and



objects are mapped to tuples. The problem these solutions are facing is the impedance mismatch that results from the discrepancy between relational databases which are designed for fast data retrieval and objects which are designed for reflecting real world items as accurately as possible. In case of a mapping between an object model and an OWL or RDFS ontology, we also have to face an impedance mismatch, as discussed in section 2. The correspondences between the object model and the OWL/RDFS model was initiated by studying the relations between UML and OWL/RDFS [6] [7] [15]. The result of these works has enabled the establishment of the ODM specification [14] (Ontology Definition Metamodel). It proposes a series of metamodels (OWL, RDFS, and Topic Maps) and QVT mappings allowing the conversion of a UML model into an OWL model. These works only provided solutions for translating an object-oriented model into an ontology model or for using MDE tools in order to define ontological languages [3] [4]. Nevertheless none of these works really take account, or partially, the issue of instances transformation between different modeling spaces. A large part of our work, particularly with regard to the specification of model transformation rules, extends these works. However, our purpose is different because we do not only provide semantic links in order to weave an object domain model with an ontology model, but we also use this mapping in order to process instances. The work presented here is closer to an issue like ActiveRDF [13] which tries to overcome the impedance mismatch between object-oriented languages and RDF. In this work, the authors bring a solution based on the Ruby language. Ruby is a dynamic language and so proposes features allowing complete reflection, and permits object evolution at runtime. Now, this kind of feature is not considered in our work since we state that the object domain model doesn’t evolve. This is not the case in ActiveRDF which generates object domain classes from an RDF schema. In our case, the evolution of the RDF schema, or of the OWL ontology, would change the mapping specification and thus entail a regeneration of model transformations.



6 Conclusion In this paper, we presented the first version of a prototype that allows the use of RDF resources in the form of EMF objects. The prototype is based on a mapping between the EMF domain model and an OWL ontology describing the RDF data source. This approach allows using Semantic Web resources in object oriented applications via a Java library within an EMF application. We offer a domain specific mapping language in order to take account of the impedance mismatch between objects and RDF triples. This mapping language allows matching elements in the EMF domain model to elements in an OWL/RDFS ontology. However, the implementation we presented here does not take all the existing differences between the RDF model and the object model into account. Namely the problem of class membership and the flexibility allowed by OWL/RDF concerning the schema and data evolution. Our future work will focus on extending our mapping language for coping with these characteristics.
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Abstract. The domain of ubiquitous computing is flooded with a vast number of services, which although share similar functionalities, fail in easy integration and composition. The efforts in providing an integration framework for these services employs software product line engineering to capture variations and commonalities across these services. These approaches however fall short in that they are either incapable of capturing nonfunctional requirements or are non-evolutionary in response to the changes in functional and nonfunctional requirements of the ever-changing domain of ubicomp. In this paper, we propose annotation of feature models with ontologies covering non-functional requirements to increase the flexibility and expandability of such systems. In our approach, we also use ontologies for annotation and expansion of feature models. We show how this allows formalization of nonfunctional requirements through logical foundations and enables reasoning and product consistency check with respect to features and their corresponding components. Keywords: Software Product Line, Feature Models, Semantic Web, Ubiquitous Computing



1 Introduction The current efforts in the domain of ubiquitous computing (ubicomp), even though have made considerable contributions in providing composable services, have introduced a lot of complexity and uncertainty to this domain [11]. The complexity and uncertainty mainly stems from not having clearly defined standards for relating the developed components; rendering the services developed for one ubicomp middleware system useless for other middleware systems [3] [4]. In order to overcome the heterogeneity of developed services, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been widely adopted to separate the general functionalities of ubicomp applications from their underlying services and components. ReMMoc [10] and UIF [3] are two of such efforts aiming to integrate services and components of different communication and infrastructure types by benefiting from the widely accepted standardizations in SOA. Nonetheless, such systems still fail in systematically recognizing the collection of products that can be generated from the



set of existing services. More importantly, they fall short to fulfill the Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs) of generated products in response to the requests coming from different requesters with diverse interests and capabilities. Software Product Line (SPL) Engineering introduces a steering force for reusing the existing or already developed set of core software services and components across similar products and applications [13]. Feature modeling in SPL is the key to capturing and managing the existing services in terms of common and variable features of a system in a product line [6]. The large set of existing services and their shared commonalities in the domain of ubicomp makes it possible to take advantage of SPL engineering as a systematic software engineering approach that facilitates managing components and their corresponding variability and complexity [6]. The domain of ubicomp is, however, influenced by the large array of device types and rapid development speed of new devices with constantly changing capabilities [24], thus introducing various NFRs to be considered for the products of a ubicomp domain. Additionally, feature models are incapable of clearly specifying the relations between the properties of feature models and the requirements of services [2]. Despite existence of several approaches that bring SPL into the domain of ubicomp [1] [15] [25], most of them lack a clear specification of NFRs for service level agreement (SLA), Quality of Service (QoS), and device capabilities [22]. Furthermore, they hardly provide possibilities for consistency check of the NFR extended feature models, or intelligent selection of services for product instantiation. We believe ontologies provide the appropriate means to address the requirements above (i.e., bringing NFRs into the definition of feature models and validating product specifications with respect to the desired NFRs). An ontology is defined as a formal specification of a conceptualization and hence can be used to reflect on commonalities and variabilities in feature models. There is already research [23] on how to define feature models in terms of Web Ontology Language (OWL). Through using expandability and annotation capabilities of ontologies, NFRs can be formally incorporated into the ontological specification of feature models, expanded over time, or augmented with additional NFR ontologies. Description Logic as the underlying logic for ontologies enables NFRs to be formally introduced into the feature model ontologies, which in turn helps with validating (non-)functional requirements, intelligent product configuration, and product consistency check through ontological reasoning. In this paper, we propose an approach to enrich feature models of a ubicomp environment with ontologies relating the required NFRs of offered services to the capabilities of requesting devices. We demonstrate how ontologies separate capabilities and requirements from the initial specifications and relations of features and enable feature models to be instantiated by adjusting the properties defined in the ontologies. Using ontologies to annotate feature models with NFRs enables us to formally enrich the ubicomp feature models and increase the appropriateness of generated products by considering NFRs during the process of component selection. The contributions of this paper thus can be enumerated as follow i) Annotation of feature models with ontologies to provide a formal representation of NFRs, ii) Selection of services based on user goals and device capabilities represented through annotating the feature model ontology; and iii) Configuration validity and consistency check through ontology reasoning, ensuring satisfaction of the NFRs.



In Section 2, we motivate our approach by cultivating a common ubicomp scenario that requires repetitive composition of adaptable components based on users’ requests. Sections 3 and 4 describe our approach to annotate feature models using NFR ontologies to increase the appropriateness of generated products. Before concluding the paper, in Section 5, we discuss some of the related research works.



2 Motivation Ubicomp middleware systems should be able to respond to spontaneous and often unpredictable requests arriving from different users with different device types. An appropriate response can be formulated through identifying the set of functional and non-functional requirements and composing their corresponding components and services. Benefiting from SPL engineering, functional requirements can be identified by looking into the variation points in a feature model. NFRs can also be separately treated as assorted variation points corresponding to, e.g., requesting devices, their processing power, storage space, and delivery methods. By presenting feature models and NFRs as ontologies, we can make use of ontological annotation of feature models with NFR ontologies, and thus bringing more meaning to the feature model representation of a SPL system. As an example, let us consider a Ubiquitous Information Service (UIS) application installed at an international airport. It provides the news reports to be shown to the passengers waiting at the airport to catch their flights. The information system can render the news for different devices, from large LCD screens to tablets, laptops, and mobile phones with their respective dimensions, visual, and audio capabilities. The audio can also be delivered to the requesting user as closed captions or through audio streaming, possibly translated into the user’s desired language. The data can be transmitted to the devices using various wired or wireless communication technologies (e.g., Cable, WiFi, and 3G) based on the capabilities of the devices. Fig. 1 depicts parts of the feature model for the above information system by following Czarenecki’s notation of feature models [6] (see Table 1). The figure presents variations and commonalities among the possible product instances of such a system.



Fig. 1. Parts of the feature model for our UIS system



Table 1. Feature modeling notation Mandatory



Optional



Or



Alternative



The above example introduces a fairly complex system that requires selecting and composing the appropriate services based on the requests of users, functionalities of the system, and capabilities of end-point devices. The middleware should be able to identify the capabilities of the required device, adjust the content according to device features, and select appropriate services by looking into the feature model and extracting those that have matching functionalities. Scenarios of such clearly illustrate the need for dynamic adjustment of services in a ubicomp environment based on the capabilities of connecting devices. Feature models are helpful in that they enable management of variabilities and commonalities for the set of existing services and components. Extending feature models to support non-functional or extra-functional requirements enables high quality service selection and composition based on the requests received from devices of different capabilities. These requirements can be checked against the non-functional properties woven into the specification of Web services corresponding to the underlying components. In the following sections we discuss how ontologies can be used to extend feature models with NFRs and enable precise selection of desired services based on user requests.



3 Process of Feature Model Annotation in Ubicomp Environments As discussed earlier, the process of appropriate application instantiation for a requesting device is done by crafting the required features based on the NFRs of the requesting device. The process of appropriate product selection and instantiation for a specific target device can be divided into two major phases: i) the design-time analysis phase; and ii) the run-time product instantiation phase. The run time product instantiation phase can be further split into device request handling, feature selection, and product instantiation steps. Having the airport scenario in mind, Fig. 2 illustrates the overall view of these phases and steps.
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Fig. 2. The overall process of product configuration for the UIS



At design time, the feature model is created; enumerating components and features involved in the process of creating a desired product (Step 1). The feature model needs to be further expanded with concepts that reflect on the NFRs of the system under design. For the feature model to be easily expandable, we transform it to a feature model ontology. This enables us to highly rely on the expandability characteristics of ontologies and to be able to incorporate the NFRs of a system into the specification of features by annotating the feature model ontology. Adding NFRs to the feature model ontology is thus considered as enriching the feature model ontology with NFR semantics. In a Ubicomp system, the variabilities in device capabilities introduce one of the major subsets of NFRs to be considered while designing the system. We incorporate these NFRs into the design of the feature model by organizing the NFRs into a device capability ontology (Step 2) and then extending the features of our feature model with annotating properties that have their ranges referring to the concepts from the NFR ontology (Step 3). There can be more than one NFR ontology reflecting on different NFRs that need to be considered for a system, and hence there can be more than one round of feature model annotation to each design phase (see Section 5.1 for details). At run time and upon receiving a request from a device, we filter out the unwanted features (and their corresponding components), by comparing them against the capabilities of the requesting device, which helps us explore a smaller set of remained features to instantiate the desired products. First, the capability specifications of a requesting device (ranging from a large public display to a more personal device such as a laptop, PDA, or smart phone) are sent to the provisioning server (Step 4). These specifications can be provided as part of the request sent by the device to the server, by querying a database of static information about the supported devices, or, as suggested by White et al. [22], through a probing approach where both the static information stored in the database and the dynamic information provided by the user are taken into consideration on demand. The capabilities may range from display characteristics of a device (e.g., screen size and resolution) to the communication components and methods (each device may use a different method of communication to access the service provider, such as a large display might be wired to a hub switch which is itself connected to the server, whereas the smart phone can be connected to the server via a WiFi connection and the PDA via Bluetooth). Upon arrival of device specifications to the provisioning server, the server tries to filter out the features (and the corresponding components) that cannot cope with the software or hardware limitations of the requesting device (Step 5). It should be noted that device specifications are presented as instances of the device capability ontology generated at design phase. The filtering happens through a process of feature pruning in which the instantiated device specifications are checked against the range of NFR properties for each feature. A feature is excluded from the process of product engineering in case a mismatch occurs between the NFR property and the capability of the requesting device. Once the set of features compatible with the requesting device are selected, their corresponding components are composed according to the initial feature model (Step 6). Consequently, the process of product instantiation undertakes a round of configuration check, analyzing whether or not a valid product can be generated from the remained set of features and components and with respect to the initial feature



model. In case a configuration passes this validity check, it can be offered to the requesting device as the final service (Step 7). If there is no such service found, the system can potentially provide feedbacks on what NFRs (e.g., device capabilities) are required for the device to support a certain feature by identifying the missing components and their corresponding NFRs that failed to be satisfied.



4 Feature Models and Ontologies for NFR Presentation We propose the use of design-time ontology annotation to append NFRs to both the feature model and the set of Web service interfaces of a ubicomp system in order to select only those services that best match the receiving NFRs during runtime. In this section, we further elaborate on how this process of product selection, instantiation, and composition can be performed. 4.1 Combining Feature Models and Ontologies for Initial Application Configuration Existing research works by Wang et al. [23] show how a feature model can be presented in the form of an ontology (Step 1 of Fig. 2). They define nodes of a feature model diagram as mutually disjoint classes in the OWL ontology and assign a rule class to each of the produced OWL classes. Each rule is associated to its corresponding feature node using an existential restriction and is used to define the bindings of the node’s child features or to define the constraints over the feature node [23]. Assuming that there are i nodes in the feature model for our UIS system, the Description Logic (DL) presentation of the above modeling can be expressed as follows: Fi ‹  UISRule ‹  UISRule ‹ hasFi .Fi hasFi ‹ ObjectProperty Fi ‹ ™Fj



for1 d i, j d n š i z j



Using the above presentation, the set of first level mandatory features in our feature model of Fig. 1 (i.e., ContentProvider, ContentDelivery, ContentRequest) can be shown as below. To each feature class is associated a rule class to hold the relations with the child nodes and the parent. ContentProvider ‹   ‹ hasContentProvider.ContentProvider ContentProviderRule {  hasContentProvider.ContentProvider // Similar definition of classes is done for ContentDelivery and ContentRequest ContentDelivery ‹ ™ContentRequest ContentDelivery ‹ ™ContentProvider ContentRequest ‹ ™ContentProvider



The first level optional features from Fig. 1 are also represented in a similar way to the mandatory features as shown below: ContentViewer ‹  ContentViewerRule {  hasContentViewe.ContentViewe ContentProcess ‹  ContentProcess Rule {  hasContentProcess.ContentProcess



However, the following constraint ensures the presentation of mandatory features in the final product while the optional features can be relaxed at the time of product instantiation: UISRule ‹  hasContentRequest.ContentRequest Š  ContentDelivery.ContentDelivery Š



  ContentRequest.ContentRequest 



The above modeling approach and mappings of feature models to OWL are similarly applied to the rest of features in the feature model. Representation of a feature model as an ontology enables us to benefit from other capabilities of ontologies, including ontology annotation, in order to enrich the definition of our product domain with the constraints concerning the non-functional requirements of a domain. For a feature model to explicitly integrate NFRs to the possible set of configurations, at the design stage, we annotate the feature model with a second ontology representing our NFRs of interest. Referring back to our motivating example of an information system in a ubicomp environment, the capabilities of the requesting devices form the major part of NFRs in our system. As a result, we create an ontology of device capabilities to annotate the feature model with (Step 2 in Fig. 2). There are already some efforts towards standardization of device capabilities with respect to the delivery context and user preferences. Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [8] and Composite Capability/Preference Profiles (CC/PP) by W3C [19] provide specifications for device capabilities. These specifications can be coupled with user preferences in order to decide on the set of services that can be offered to a requesting device based on device capabilities. Delivery Context Ontology (DCO) [20] as a working draft by W3C is another effort to facilitate adoption of different materials and content for a wide range of requesting devices based on their set of characteristics, used software, network access, etc. Of course, the domain ontology (i.e., the feature model) for a ubicomp system can be crafted by taking concepts from all of the above ontologies and building the specialized domain ontology. Fig. 3a illustrates parts of our device ontology for the proposed ubiquitous information system. We use DCO to provide information about the location of the requesting devices as well as the type of concept they accept. Additionally, some parts of device vocabularies are borrowed from FIPA and CC/PP presenting the hardware and software capabilities of devices (e.g., the operating system and CPU). Following the DL representational syntax, our WiFi connection is represented as shown in Fig. 3b. NFRs can now be incorporated into the feature model ontology by annotating this ontology using the NFR ontologies. For our information system environment this is done by clearly identifying what device capabilities each feature requires in order to function properly (e.g., Bluetooth support, screen size, and required processing power). In a similar way, a second ontology of service quality can be used to annotate



features in the feature model with attributes such as precision, robustness, reliability, or any other relevant NFR, as specified in the Dublin Core ontology [21].



Device ‹  DeviceHardware ‹  hasDeviceHardware ‹ Device  ‹  hasDeviceHardware.DeviceHardware NetworkAdapter ‹ DeviceHardware  ‹  hasNetworkAdapter. NetworkAdapter WirelessAdapter ‹ NetworkAdapter WiFi ‹ WirelessAdapter Bluetooth ‹ WirelessAdapter hasWiFi ‹ Device hasBluetooth ‹ Device  ‹  hasWiFi.WiFi  ‹  hasBluetooth.Bluetooth t 2hasNetworkAdapter. NetworkAdapt N DC



(a)



(b)



Fig. 3. (a) The device capability ontology and (b) its presentation DL syntax



To annotate the feature model, we extend the ontology of our feature model with AnnotationProperties (of OWL) whose ranges are referring to the concepts (i.e., classes) in the capability or QoS ontologies. This happens during designing the whole middleware system and the existing services. The attributes are added to the feature model as part of the requirements for each feature and its corresponding service interface (Step 3 of Fig. 2). Considering that we refer to the classes in our feature model ontology as FMm and the classes in our device capability ontology as DCn, the annotation of our feature model ontology with the device capability ontology using an AnnotationProperty S is done as shown in Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b shows a partial annotation of the feature model using our derived device ontology following the DL syntax. Fig. 4c shows an example of this annotation when the ContentDelivery component requires the requesting device to support Bluetooth. Due to space limits and the large collection of mappings between the NFR ontology and the feature model, we do not include a complete representation of these mappings. Every configuration instance generated from the feature model also instantiates these ontology attributes with values specifying the set of potential capabilities for an NFR to be satisfied. During the process of configuration validation these attributes are checked against the capabilities of the requesting device or the QoS values of processing components to decide on whether or not to consider the service as part of the configuration. Once the feature model ontology is fully annotated with the device ontology, we can proceed to runtime analysis and reasoning over both ontologies to ensure the validity of configured products for the target device.



S ‹ AnnotationProperty S ‹ ObjectProperty S ‹ FM m (The Domain for S) T ‹ S .DCn (The Range for S)



(b) supportBluetooth ‹ AnnotationProperty supportBluetooth ‹ ObjectProperty supportBluetooth ‹ ContentDelivery



(a)



T ‹ supoprtBluetooth.Bluetooth (c)



Fig. 4. Annotating the feature model with device capability ontology: (a) the over annotation methodology, (b) The DL syntax for annotation the feature model with device ontology, (c) a simple instance of such annotation to ensure Bluetooth support for ContentDelivery



4.2 Selection of Services based on NFRs and User Goals There are two parts to each request that demands instantiation of a product from a feature model in a ubicomp system. First, NFRs are used to filter out the non-optimal services available as part of the feature model; leaving only those offering the best QoS for the target product. Next, the incoming request (considered as the requesting user goal) is interpreted to a query, selecting all remained services whose combinations can respond to the user goal (i.e., the initial configuration set). The derived products should be validated against the feature model enriched with the NFRs to ensure satisfaction of NFRs. Upon annotating the feature model with the ontology of NFRs, it can be employed to generate the possible set of configurations of the SPL. However, the process of configuration instantiation is also influenced by the user request, aka the user goal, as a spontaneous runtime variable. This user goal in a ubicomp environment can be divided into two major sub-goals: i) Highlevel user query expressed in a machine interpretable form [11] (e.g., “deliver the news report as a video stream to my smart phone with the audio portion presented as closed caption transcripts in Chinese”), and ii) implicit NFRs embedded into the request (e.g., the capabilities of the smart phone in supporting video streaming and network access as well as the accuracy of Chinese translation component, the quality of transferred media, etc.). For our information system to achieve both goals, every incoming user request is associated with the user query as well as the profile of the requesting device. The received NFRs are used to select only the set of features from the feature model that can satisfy the NFRs of the received request. For example, the requesting device may ask for certain quality for the requested media which in turn necessitates selection of certain communication and compression methods. Requirements of such filter out some of the features and their



corresponding components or services, leaving only those that can satisfy these requirements. The user goals are then compared against the remained set of features to check whether or not a user goal can be satisfied by composing the remained set of services. 4.2.1 Service Requirements as Implicit NFRs We have mentioned earlier that upon establishing a connection between the information system and the requesting device, capabilities of the requesting device are transmitted over the wire along with the user query (Step 4 in Fig. 2). These capabilities of the requesting device are delivered as an instance of our device capability ontology. Using the device capability profile and by looking into the existing features in the feature model, the middleware system is able to filter out only the subset of configurations that can properly work with the capabilities of the requesting device (Step 5 in Fig. 2). For an appropriate product to be assembled based on the capabilities of the device, the NFR properties of the feature model ontology (i.e., the AnnotationProperties) should be satisfied with the device capabilities. As an example, consider d as an instantiated object from the device capability request instantiated from DC and p as an object of the instantiated product from the FM ontology. Considering that d indicates a support for Bluetooth by the requesting device and p indicates a need for Bluetooth support by the configured product, the product will be identified suitable for the requesting device in case the following relations hold, i.e. when the classes from which these objects are instantiated are equivalent:



d � DCBluetooth p � FM Bluetooth FM Bluetooth { DCBluetooth For this filtering, a simple matching process between the range of the AnnotationProperties of the features from the feature model and the instantiated device from the device capability ontology is required. This NFR matching and filtering enforces only the compatible features to remain in the feature model for the feature model to stay consistent and thus the inconsistent features are pruned. Having the set of compatible features remained in the feature model, we can progress to perform component or service composition to derive suitable final products for the requesting devices. However before doing so, we need to ensure that the remained set of services and components in our feature model set are only those that properly respond to the capabilities of the requesting device. This guarantees that any derived product (if possible) would be deployable on the requesting device. 4.2.2 NFR Configuration Validation Check As discussed earlier, NFRs can be use to annotate the feature model by extending the feature model ontology with the attributes whose ranges refer to the concepts defined in the NFR ontology. Such attributes for the information system can for example introduce the required resolution of a device screen and the size of the screen for a video content provider. On the other hand, the device capability profile is an instance of the same ontology that is used to annotate the feature model with the required ca-



pabilities of the components. Adding these two knowledge pieces into a common knowledge base, we can reason over the mismatches between the device capabilities and the NFRs of the feature model. For matching device capabilities with the NFRs of the required features, we reason over the set of device ontology and feature model facts obtained from the described analysis (Step 6 in Fig. 2). This process of reasoning can be done by checking the set of size m for capabilities of the requesting device (DC) against the p number of NFRs of each component (CNFR). Consequently, for each system component the following relation should hold: k
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Subsumed matching is fulfilled when a set of NFRs of components is identified as a subset of requesting device capabilities. The final configuration Config(c) is chosen when all NFRs of the required components are satisfied with the device capabilities as follows (Step 7 in Fig. 2):



(C1 ‰ C2 ... ‰ Cm ) { D(c1 ‰ c2 ... ‰ cn ) Ÿ Config (c) 4.2.3 High-level User Query Expressed as Concrete Artifacts High-level user queries are carried to the information system in a machine interpretable format for proper component selection (Step 5 in Fig. 2). At this stage, we provide a list of existing applications to the users and let them choose their desired applications. User choices are interpreted as queries which are evaluated and resolved against the set of remained services offered by the information system. The high-level user query is decomposed and used to select individual service interfaces that can be composed in order to generate the requested product (Step 7 in Fig. 2). To do so, we map the user query to an OWL rule node in our feature model ontology and then reason over the consistency of the ontology. At this stage, the pruned feature model ontology only consists of components whose combinations are appropriate for the use on the requesting device. Thus, in case we can assure there is no conflict in the feature model ontology after adding the user request to the feature model ontology, we can also guarantee that the user request can be satisfied and find the appropriate components that can properly respond to the request received from the user. As an example for our user request converted to an OWL constraint, let us consider what we mentioned earlier in Section 4.2, i.e., delivering the news report to the smart phone with the audio portion presented in Chinese. Considering that the remained devices for our feature model already cope with the requirements of the smart phone, the request of the user can be defined as the following OWL constraint: Config ‹ UISRule Config {  hasContentRequest.ContentRequest Š  ContentDelivery.ContentDelivery Š



 ContentProvider.ContentProvider Š  hasMedia.Media Š  hasVideoProvider.VideoProvider Š  hasText.Text Š  hasContentProcess.ContentProcess Š  hasTextProcess.TextProcess Š  hasTextTranslation.TextTranslation Š  hasChineseText.ChineseText 



It should be noted that the above constraint is not a rule node of our feature model ontology, but instead it is the received user goal interpreted as an OWL constraint to be contrasted against our feature model ontology to assure the satisfaction of user goal. If the addition of above constraint leaves the state of our feature model ontology consistent, we conclude that the user goal can be satisfied and then proceed with assembling the services and components from the service repository. Of course, these individual services are selected from the set of already pruned features in the feature model and the compatibility with the requesting device is guaranteed. The reasoning is done by using FaCT++ [17] and TBox reasoning over the augmented ontology with the user goal constraints [9].



5 Related Work Interoperability and component reuse have been the goals to various research works that try to solve the heterogeneities in discovery and interoperation among the existing services and components. ReMMoc [10] and UIF [3] are two reflective or adaptive middleware systems that enable discovery and interoperability across various services, irrespective of their supported discovery protocol and interaction type. Interoperability and integration in both systems is provided by using Web services. None of the above systems though provides a systematic or automated approach to identify potential variation points for service and component integration based on the initial (non)-functional requirements. The Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [7] provides a semantic basis for adding nonfunctional properties into the description of Web services. The number of NFRs supported by WSMO are however limited only to those defined in Dublin Core Ontology [21] (e.g., Contributor, Coverage, Version, etc.) and cannot be dynamically altered or adjusted at run time. Some other research works have tried to address NFR in SPL engineering to verify the possibilities for combining diverse components and services based on the requirements and functionalities of requesting devices. Scatter [24] is a graphical resource and requirement specification mechanism that models the dependencies, composition rules, and non-functional requirements (including capabilities) of each component in a ubicomp environment into a feature model; transforms the feature model to a format to be operated on by constraint solvers; and reasons over these specifications using constraint logic. Integration of NFRs into the feature model is however problematic in the sense that any change to the NFR (e.g., capabilities of requesting devices) requires a full recompilation of the feature model to a language that can be reasoned over using constraint solvers. Also, it is hard to show the relations among the properties of traditional feature models. To address the last problem, Benavides et al. [2] introduce the notion of extrafunctional features as relations between one or more attributes of a feature to further enrich the feature models for more accurate reasoning. The obtained models are then converted to a format suitable for reasoning by constraint solvers to identify the possible combinations of components and alternative products. Nonetheless, similar to



Scatter, extending feature models with extra-functional features make the feature model non-evolutionary, meaning that any change in the extra-functional features (e.g., NFRs) requires the whole feature model to be recompiled. Zhang and Hanse [25] try to solve the problems of monolithic non-evolutionary structure of middleware by looking into the synergies between ontology-based ubicomp middleware and SPL. They present the feature models as a context ontology for the middleware, separating the more frequently changing parts of this ontology from its stable parts. They use frame-based SPL engineering to add, update, synthesize, and reason over the concepts changing in the context ontology. Wang et. al [23] provide a methodological approach to verify feature models using the Web Ontology Language. As we described in Section 4.1, they transform feature models to ontologies by converting features to pairs of concept and rule classes with each pair presenting a feature in the feature model. This transformation coupled with constraints over the relations between the class nodes enables reasoning over the consistency of the ontology, and consequently helps with verifying the validity of the feature model and the instantiated products. Our approach is a bridge between the work done on Scatter [24] and Wang et. al’s [23] verification approach in that we merge the capabilities of requesting devices with the feature model into a feature model ontology augmented with NFRs. We further try to include user goals into the process of product instantiation and validation and assure the consistency of the generated product for the target device.



6 Conclusion and Future Work In this paper, we discussed an ontological representation of NFRs in order to augment feature models with concepts that facilitate the process of service selection from a pool of existing components in a ubicomp system. We discussed how different components may need to be chosen based on different device capabilities and showed how these capabilities can be integrated into the feature representation of to-be-instantiated products. Run-time reasoning over the set of available components facilitates selection of services and components that best respond to the capabilities of the requesting device. Using such runtime reasoning enables ubicomp system designers to target a wide range of ubicomp devices irrespective of their capabilities, with minimal changes to the underlying system architecture and maximum reuse of existing components. Once the existing set of services and components are properly annotated with the desired NFRs, a reasoning engine can fetch the right components to be combined for a final product to be instantiated. We are in the middle of developing a prototype that can provide a sound support for evaluation of the ideas discussed above. This includes a feature model ontology for a ubicomp system along with a series of composable services and components that can manipulate the behavior of the ultimate product to cope with devices of device capabilities. As for the future work, we are aiming to include dynamically changing characteristics of the device into the process of reasoning as well (e.g., changes in the memory space, processor overload, etc.). On top of this, we will investigate the feasi-



bility of using ontologies to select alternative components in case of a relative match between a product configuration and the capabilities of a device. By this we mean situations where the remained set of services and components after pruning with respect to NFRs cannot completely satisfy user goals, but altering some of these components and features with components of similar functionalities may result in having reasonably close products to those requested by the user.
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Abstract. Selecting a suitable set of available software components for a component-based software system is a laborious task, often too complex to perform manually. We present a novel approach to automatic component selection that respects dependencies between the required components, an issue not considered by existing approaches. Our approach, which utilizes semantic technologies, is based on comprehensive semantic descriptions of software components and their functionalities.
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Introduction



Developing software requires a systematic procedure to be successful. This holds especially for large, complex software systems. For the development of such systems the application of engineering techniques is an absolute necessity. Responding to the needs the software engineering community proposed software reuse and introduced methodologies for component-based software development (CBD). CBD is concerned with the development of software from preproduced parts, the ability to reuse those parts, and the maintainance and customization of the parts [1]. These parts, called software component, are units “of composition with contractually speciﬁed interfaces and explicit context dependencies only.” [2] Due to the reuse of software, CBD promises reduced development times, increased ﬂexibility, and increased reliability of component-based systems. It is obvious, buying a component takes less time than designing, implementing, testing, debugging and documenting a component. Self-contained components that oﬀer a deﬁned set of functionalities to a system can be exchanged more easily. New developments are likely less mature than components that have already been used in other systems [3]. The main challenge in designing component-based systems is ﬁnding and selecting components, often denoted as the component selection (CS) problem [4,5]. Finding a set of candidate components for each required functionality may become a laborious task. Once a set of possible candidate components for each required functionality has been determined, a subset of all candidates must be selected that satisﬁes the developers’ objectives. The diﬃculty in selecting such a subset is ﬁnding a selection where the single components are compatible with each other. Finding and selecting components will quickly become too complex to be performed manually, especially for larger systems.



To relieve designers of component-based systems of the burden of manual CS we developed an approach to solve the CS problem automatically. Our approach utilizes semantic technologies such as ontologies, rules and reasoning. To enable automatic CS we developed a comprehensive ontology that represents software components, their properties, and their functionalities as well as the CS-speciﬁc requirements. Based on this representation we developed concepts for a machinebased CS method. To evaluate our approach we implemented our concepts in a system that supports developers during the design of component-based Semantic Web applications. This paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 2 we discuss the challenges of CBD and identify the problems that we want to solve by our machinebased CS approach. In Section 3 we introduce our ontology and in Section 4 we describe our CS method. Section 5 provides a brief description of our system that applies the presented approach. Finally, Section 6 reviews related work and Section 7 concludes this paper with a summary and an outlook to future work.
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Challenges of Component-Based Software Development



Before we introduce our machine-based approach to CS we pinpoint the scope of the approach and we identify the main requirements. Therefore, in this section we clarify our notion of CBD and describe the main challenges thereof. Our approach targets software systems that are implemented by the realization of various functionalities; a majority of the functionalities or variations thereof are already implemented and oﬀered by third-party software. We propose to implement these kinds of software systems using a component-based architecture and realize as much of the functionalities by integrating existing software. Hence, our understanding of CBD considers components as architectural units [6] that oﬀer a set of speciﬁc functionalities and that can be integrated in other systems. For instance, these units could be libraries, tools, and even Web Services. The requirements analysis for a new system comprises the identiﬁcation of functionalities that support the system. We refer to those functionalities that may be realized by exisiting components as required functionalities. A deﬁnition of the required functionalities becomes part of the requirements speciﬁcation; we refer to this part as the CS requirements. The main challenges of developing software systems using CBD principles as outlined are the following. During the design phase the developer must ﬁnd and select software that satisﬁes the CS requirements. Furthermore, the developer must integrate the selected software in the system. Integration usually happens during the implementation phase, even if an integration strategy must be speciﬁed during design. However, since the concepts presented in this paper aim to support ﬁnding and selecting software components the remainder of this section focuses on these two tasks.



2.1



Finding Candidate Components



Given the CS requirements the developer must, for each of the required functionalities, ﬁnd software that oﬀer these functionalities. Finding candidate software is a laborious task. A large amount of software catalogs exist on the internet (e.g. SemWebCentral1 ). The majority of these catalogs oﬀer a human-readable interface only; there scarcely are services that oﬀer machine-processable data about the cataloged software. The user interfaces of the online catalogs vary to a great extend: the navigation structures are diﬀerent, so are the search and browsing capabilities. Hence, locating candidate software is diﬃcult. Once discovered, the developer must check if the software really oﬀers the functionality as advertised; usually the textual descriptions do not provide the necessary level of detail. Besides the satisfaction of the functional requirements a developer may consider further properties of a software before selecting it as a candidate. For instance, non-technical requirements [7] such as the necessity for Free Software licenses or the preference of a speciﬁc producer may have an impact on the decision. 2.2



Selecting Components



The result of ﬁnding is a candidate set of software for each functionality. Using these sets, the developer must select a set of software that satisﬁes all of her requirements. Essentially, the set must contain at least one oﬀering software for each functionality. Notice, a software component might oﬀer more than one of the required functionalities. However, selecting the set of software is not as easy as picking one software from each candidate set. Usually, the required functionalities rely on each other. For instance, a system may store the result of a remote query to a local database; since the data import format must be compatible with the format of the query result the storage functionality depends on the query functionality; selecting a query processor restricts the choices for potential data stores and vice versa. In general, the software in the selected set must be compatible with respect to the dependencies between functionalities. Apparently, these kinds of dependencies add a higher degree of complexity to the selection process. Additionally, the dependencies illustrate that specifying the selected software by a simple set is not enough; a suﬃcient selection must deﬁne the association of each required functionality with the oﬀering software. Furthermore, the decision for a satisfying selection of software might be inﬂuenced by optimality criteria. For instance, the cardinality of the selected set must be minimal [4] or the overall cost of the selected software must be minimal [5]. An additional challenge for the selection is composed software, i.e., software which is a composition of other software components. Often the functionalities of the contained components are not advertised for the composition even if they are usable in a system that integrates the composed software. For instance, the RDF framework Jena2 contains additional Java libraries such as the XML 1 2
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parser Xerces3 ; although, the feature list of the Jena package does not mention XML parsing capabilities. Obviously, ﬁnding and selecting a parser may become obsolete if the developer selects Jena for some functionality of a system that additionally requires an XML parsing functionality. Thus, to ﬁnd more optimal selections the developer must consider the functionalities oﬀered by components of composed software. The selection of software components has become an interest of research in the software engineering community recently [5,8]. Various approaches build on existing research of CS problems in other engineering disciplines such as industrial design [9]. However, to the best of our knowledge none of the presented approaches considers the compatibility requirements between the selected software components (i.e. the dependencies described here).



3



Representing Software and Requirements



The essential requirement for automatic CS is a machine-accessible software catalog as well as a machine-processable representation of the requirements for CS and of the available software. Therefore, we developed a comprehensive ontology of software and requirements. 3.1



Software



Figure 1 illustrates some of the main concepts in our ontology that deal with software. We classify software in a hierarchy of software types. For instance, DB24 is a relational database management system (RDBMS); RDBMSs are a special kind of database managements systems (DBMS). We distinguish diﬀerent versions of a software by the concept of a software release. Each software release oﬀers certain functionalities. These functionalities are classiﬁed in a second hierarchy, the hierarchy of functionality types (e.g. importing data is a special kind of adding data). All software of the same type oﬀers the same types of functionalities (e.g. each DBMS can import data); hence, we deﬁne software types by the types of functionalities they oﬀer. The functionality types are speciﬁed by sets of typical properties, called functionality properties; each actual functionality that is oﬀered by a speciﬁc software release has speciﬁc values for its functionality properties. While, for instance, the supported import format is a property of data import functionalities in general, version 9.5 of DB2 oﬀers a particular data import functionality which supports the IXF format [10] as its import format. Besides the aforementioned concepts for software we model composed software, dependencies of software, and many other properties such as licenses and prices. Additionally, we introduce composition constraints that specify conditions under which functionalities oﬀered by software releases can be combined 3 4
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Fig. 1. Extract of a software catalog.



without conﬂict. For each ordered pair of functionality types a composition constraint identiﬁes those functionality properties that must have mutually compatible values. For instance, a composition constraint for storage functionalities that depend on query functionalities speciﬁes that the storage import format must be compatible with the query result format. We use composition constraints to verify whether a selection of software releases is compatible with respect to the dependencies between required functionalities. Our ontology enables the realization of a sophisticated software catalog. Due to the ontology the descriptions in the catalog have a machine-processable meaning; our CS approach utilizes these meanings to discover potential software components (cf. Section 4.2). 3.2



Requirements



In addition to software, our ontology represents CS requirements which contain required functionalities and dependencies between the required functionalities. Required functionalities are those functionalities of a component-based system that may be realized by components. We specify a required functionality by a type and an optional set of property restrictions. The type of a required functionality refers to one of the functionality types that are associated with the software types as mentioned before. Hence, each software release that oﬀers functionalities of this type could potentially be selected as the component that realizes the required functionality. However, property restrictions limit the set of potential candidates. These restrictions predeﬁne particular values which are permitted for the functionality properties of the corresponding functionality. For instance, a possible restriction for a required data import functionality would be the requirement of IXF as import format. Only those software releases that oﬀer a functionality with the permitted properties may realize the required functionality. Required functionalities may depend on each other as discussed before (cf. Section 2.2). We represent dependencies between required functionalities as a part of the CS requirements; each dependency is a pair of required functionalities where the second required functionality depends on the ﬁrst one.
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Finding Appropriate Selections



Based on our representation of software and requirements we developed a method for automatic CS. A local solution for a required functionality is a software release that oﬀers a functionality which can implement the required functionality. A selection of software releases that satisﬁes all CS requirements is a global solution. To satisfy all CS requirements a selection must associate every required functionality with a software release from its set of local solutions; furthermore, the selection must be compatible with respect to the dependencies between required functionalities, i.e., the functionalities oﬀered by the associated software releases must not violate the composition constraints for the respective dependencies. Hence, our CS problem is the following: given CS requirements and a software catalog, ﬁnd a global solution for the requirements with software releases from the catalog. A naive approach to ﬁnd a global solution is to iterate over all selections that combine exactly one software release from each local solution until a selection is found that does not violate the dependencies. In the worst case, this method generates the whole search space which is too ineﬃcent. Especially for complex requirements with many dependencies only very few of the possible combinations qualify as satisfying selections. Our method reduces the search space by a propagation of property restrictions. For instance, a storage functionality may depend on a query functionality of which the result format is restricted to XML; if the corresponding composition constraint demands compatibility for the query result format and the storage import format then the import format is implicitly restricted to XML. We apply our composition constraints as rules that propagate property restrictions and, thus, make the implicit restrictions explicit. Since propagation adds further property restrictions to the required functionalities it reduces the sets of local solutions. However, the propagation cannot only be applied to the user-speciﬁed property restrictions. Selecting a software release from a set of local solutions for the global solution prescribes an implementing functioniality for the respective required functionality. Hence, selecting a local solution for a required functionality yields additional restrictions for the required functionality. By propagating these restrictions we can reduce the local solutions even further. Based on our propagation approach we propose a method that consists of three main steps (cf. Figure 2): the propagation of restrictions, the identiﬁcation of local solutions, and the identiﬁcation of a global solution. In the following we describe these steps in detail and review our approach in the context of constraint satisfaction problems. 4.1



Propagate Restrictions



Figure 3 illustrates an algorithm that utilizes composition constraints to propagate property restrictions. Since propagation is based on composition constraints it can only be applied to required functionalities that are in a dependency relationship. The algorithm expects a set of required functionalities RF , a set of



Fig. 2. The main steps of our CS method.



dependencies D, and a set of composition constraints CC. By type(rf ) we denote the functionality type for a required functionality rf ∈ RF ; for each property restriction pr of a required functionality, f ctP rop(pr) denotes the restricted functionality property and vals(pr) denote the values permitted for f ctP rop(pr). The set of dependencies D ⊆ RF × RF contains a pair (rfa , rfb ) for each dependency relationship where rfb ∈ RF depends on rfa ∈ RF . The algorithm repeatedly iterates over all dependencies as long as it is possible to propagate property restrictions. The algorithm terminates because the Algorithm: Propagate Input: RF – required functionalities; D – dependencies; CC – composition constraints Output: TRUE – propagation successful, FALSE – propagation failed Tag all property restrictions of all rf ∈ RF as new ; LET propagated := TRUE; WHILE propagated = TRUE DO LET propagated := FALSE; FOREACH (rfa , rfb ) ∈ D DO LET cc the composition constraint for (type(rfa ), type(rfb )); LET NPR the set of all new property restrictions of rfa ; FOREACH npr ∈ NPR DO FOREACH f pb ∈ {f p | cc has a condition for (f ctP rop(npr), f p)} DO IF rfb has property restrictions for f pb THEN LET oprb the property restrictions of rfb for f pb ; IF vals(oprb ) incompatible to vals(npr) THEN RETURN FALSE; ELSE IF npr is more restrictive than oprb THEN Remove oprb from the property restrictions of f pb ; LET nprb := (f pb , vals(npr)); Tag nprb as new ; Add nprb to the property restrictions of rfb ; LET propagated := TRUE; ELSE LET nprb := (f pb , vals(npr)); Tag nprb as new ; Add nprb to the property restrictions of rfb ; LET propagated := TRUE; RETURN TRUE;



Fig. 3. Algorithm that propagates property restrictions.



set of dependencies is ﬁnite, so are the sets of property restrictions; each propagation replaces a less restrictive restriction by a more restrictive one and, hence, reduces the respective number of permitted values. Notice, propagation may fail if the permitted values in a propagated restriction are incompatible with the values currently permitted. 4.2



Determine Local Solutions



To determine the set of local solutions for a required functionality we propose to query the software catalog with a query generated from the required functionality. In the DESWAP system (cf. Section 5) we generate SPARQL queries because the software catalog is realized as an RDF repository with OWL descriptions. Consider, for instance, a required data import functionality that has a property restriction which permits IXF as supported import format. For such a required functionality we basically generate a query that is similar to the query in Figure 4. However, the actual queries generated by our system are more complex for the following reason. As discussed in Section 2.2 composed software releases may contain third-party software components that oﬀer functionalities not advertised for the releases themself. Our ontology enables the description of these cases. Accordingly, our system generates queries that additionally consider composed software releases. SELECT ?sr WHERE { ?sr deswap:release has ServiceAssociation ?sa . ?sa deswap:serviceAssociation has Functionality ?fct . ?fct rdf:type deswapType:ImportingData ; deswap:functionality supports import format ?ifmt . FILTER ( ?ifmt == deswapParam:XFI ) } Fig. 4. SPARQL query that determines local solutions (preﬁx deﬁnitions omitted).



It is not always obvious that a software release oﬀers a functionality which can implement a required functionality. For instance, the software catalog may contain the information that version 9.5 of DB2 oﬀers an importing data functionality (cf. Figure 1). Additionally, the catalog may contain the information that importing data functionalities are a special kind of adding data functionalities. From these two facts we can infer that DB2 9.5 oﬀers an adding data functionality. Hence, DB2 9.5 may realize a required adding data functionality even if this is not stated explicitly in the software catalog. We can discover such implicit knowledge automatically. Since the software catalog is based on our ontology the descriptions in the catalog have a machine-processable meaning. A reasoner uses these semantic descriptions to discover implicit facts about the software, its functionalities, and the supported functionality properties. These additional facts enable more complete sets of local solutions.



Algorithm: DetermineGlobalSolution Input: RF – required functionalities; D – dependencies; SC – software catalog; CC – composition constraints Output: the global solution or nothing LET success := Propagate( RF , D, CC ); // propagate user-speciﬁed restrictions IF success = TRUE THEN Determine the set of local solutions for all rf ∈ RF ; LET TMP := {}; LET success := CompleteGlobalSolution( RF , D, SC, CC, TMP , 1 ); IF success = TRUE THEN RETURN TMP ; RETURN; Algorithm: CompleteGlobalSolution Input: RF – required functionalities; D – dependencies; SC – software catalog; CC – composition constraints; TMP – partial global solution; i – recursion depth Output: TRUE – global solution completed, FALSE – impossible to complete global solution Backup property restrictions of all rf ∈ RF ; Backup the set of local solutions for all rf ∈ RF ; LET rfi the ith element of RF ; LET LS the set of local solutions for rfi ; FOREACH ls ∈ LS DO LET f the functionality of ls that can implement rfi ; Replace the property restrictions of rfi by new property restrictions generated from f ; LET success := Propagate( RF , D, CC ); IF success = FALSE THEN Restore property restrictions for all rf ∈ RF ; ELSE Update local solutions for all rf ∈ RF ; IF at least one set of local solutions is empty THEN Restore the set of local solutions for all rf ∈ RF ; Restore property restrictions for all rf ∈ RF ; ELSE Add (rfi , ls) to TMP ; IF i = |RF | THEN RETURN TRUE; ELSE LET success := CompleteGlobalSolution( RF , D, SC, CC, TMP , i + 1 ); IF success = TRUE THEN RETURN TRUE; ELSE Remove (rfi , ls) to TMP ; Restore the set of local solutions for all rf ∈ RF ; Restore property restrictions for all rf ∈ RF ; RETURN FALSE;



Fig. 5. Recursive algorithm that determines a global solution.



4.3



Find Global Solution



To determine a global solution for our CS problem we propose the algorithm illustrated in Figure 5. The algorithm recursively constructs a global solution by incrementally adding one candidate from each set of local solutions; with each addition the algorithm propagates the restrictions and reduces the sets of local solutions. If a set of local solutions becomes empty during the iteration it is impossible to construct a global solution with the candidates that have already been selected. In this case our algorithm applies a backtracking strategy to try diﬀerent candidates. The algorithm terminates when a global solution has been completed or when all combinations of candidates have been considered. In the latter case it is impossible to ﬁnd a selection that satisﬁes all CS requirements because either the software catalog does not contain enough software releases or the user-speciﬁed property restrictions are too strict. 4.4



Component Selection as a Constraint Satisfaction Problem



It is possible to view our CS problem as a constraint satisfaction problem. Constraint satisfaction problems are deﬁned by a set of variables, a set of possible values for each variable, and a set of constraints restricting the values that the variables can simultaneously take; the solution to a constraint satisfaction problem is a mapping that assigns every variable one of its possible values and that does not violate the constraints [11]. In our case the variables are the required functionalities, the possible values are the local solutions, and the constraints are the composition constraints that must hold for dependent required functionalities. Constraint programming deals with solving constraint satisfaction problems. Bart´ ak [12] classiﬁes constraint programming techniques. In Bart´ ak’s terminology our CS approach is a combination of systematic search and a consistency technique that removes inconsistent values until a solution is found; to remove inconsistent values we apply a full look ahead technique that propagates constraints.
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The DESWAP System



We implemented our concepts in the DESWAP5 system which is primarily intended to be used for component-based systems that apply Semantic Web technologies. The main features of the DESWAP system are: – a machine-accessible software catalog with OWL descriptions of software components that could be integrated in Semantic Web applications, – a Web-based user interface to the software catalog that hides the complexity of software descriptions, and – a sophisticated CS tool that enables the speciﬁcation of CS requirements and that proposes a suitable selection of software components which satisﬁes the speciﬁed requirements.



Fig. 6. Deﬁning dependencies between required functionalities with DESWAP.



We implemented the DESWAP system as a JSP-based Web application that accesses the DESWAP knowledge base with the Jena framework. The knowledge base itself consists of ﬁve OWL documents, an RDF repository, the domainspeciﬁc composition constraints, and a reasoner; the OWL documents deﬁne our ontology, the RDF store contains OWL descriptions of the software catalog, and the reasoner, Pellet6 in our case, discovers implicit knowledge. A SPARQL endpoint provides machine-based access to the knowledge base. For human users we provide a Web-based interface for browsing as well as editing the data about software releases in the catalog. In the future, we will provide a user interface 5 6
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to enable a limited group of authorized users to update the software types, the functionality types, and the constraints. The CS tool of DESWAP supports developers to design component-based Semantic Web applications and to ﬁnd suitable software components. Our aim was to develop a tool that seamlessly integrates in common software development processes. Developers usually design the software before implementing it; they create a software model which deﬁnes the use cases and the activities that realize each use case. Based on our understanding of a component-based system (cf. Section 2) the activities might be implemented by the integration of existing software. Hence, developers must specify which functionalities a software has to oﬀer in order to be integrated. DESWAP enables developers to specify their CS requirements: they can deﬁne the required functionalities for each activity and they can deﬁne the dependencies between these functionalities (cf. Figure 6). Developers will use their software model to specify the CS requirements. In order to integrate our system in the development process we support the import of software models7 . After supporting the users to specify their CS requirements DESWAP applies our CS method and determines a suitable selection of software components which satisﬁes the requirements.
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Related Work



CS problems are investigated in various engineering disciplines. Fox et al. [4] deﬁne the component selection problem as “the problem of choosing the minimum number of components from a set of components such that their composition satisﬁes a set of objectives.” The only approach, to the best of our knowledge, that considers compatibility requirements between selected components has been proposed in the context of industrial design. Carlson [9] deﬁnes a component selection problem for the design of engineering systems. The designed systems consist of a set of generic components that must be implemented by exisiting components. From a manufacturers’ catalog an engineer chooses a set of components for the implementation. Choosing a speciﬁc component for one task may have an eﬀect on the other components. This kind of dependency is similar to the dependencies in our case where the selection of a speciﬁc software release for a required functionality could possibly add further restrictions on other required functionalities. Carlson proposes the application of genetic algorithms to solve her problem. To evaluate the possible solutions a simulation of the system is performed. Hence, the possible dependencies between components are not considered explicitly. Our approach, in contrast, considers the dependencies during the construction of solutions. We focus on the selection of software components. CS problems have become an interest of research in the software engineering community recently. For instance, Haghpanah et al. [5] consider the cost of software components. For a set of requirements they try to ﬁnd a satisfying set of components with minimal 7
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overall cost. Since the problem is NP-complete the authors propose and evaluate a greedy algorithm and a genetic algorithm that approximate an optimal solution. However, Haghpanah et al. do not consider dependencies between the requirements. An approach to support component-based development with semantic technologies similar to our DESWAP system has been presented by Inostroza and Astudillo [8]. The authors outline a conceptual framework to characterize software components with respect to their non-functional properties. The framework enables the selection of suitable software components for non-functional requirements. Even if Inostroza and Astudillo propose ontologies to describe software components as we do the characterization is limited to non-functional properties. However, as in the DESWAP system, the authors distinguish two groups of users that provide diﬀerent kinds of information. A limited community of experts provides controlled descriptions for non-functional properties. A wider distributed community describes software components using the existing nonfunctional property descriptions. In their paper Inostroza and Astudillo focus on the concepts of the proposed ontology and the relationships of these concepts; what is missing is a detailed discussion of a method to select suitable components for non-functional requirements.
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Conclusion



Existing approaches for the automatic selection of software components do not consider compatibility requirements between the selected components. These requirements add a high degree of complexity to the selection process. In this paper we present a novel approach that respects this kind of dependencies. We propose an algorithm that ﬁnds a selection which satisﬁes the speciﬁed requirements. Our approach uses semantic technologies to represent available software components and to solve the component selection problem. We currently do not consider optimality criteria such as a minimal number of software in the solution. However, we are working on an extension of our algorithm to ﬁnd optimal selections. To develop concepts for a suitable extension we are studying methods that solve constraint satisfaction optimization problems [12].
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Abstract. Semantic web technologies have previously been applied to reduce both the abstraction and semantic gap existing among software engineering artifacts such as source code and bug tracking systems. In this research, we extend the use of semantic web technologies to assess the quality of bug reports stored and managed by bug tracker tools such as Bugzilla or JIRA that are commonly used in both open source and commercial software development. The quality of free form bug reports has been shown to vary significantly, making the process of evaluating, classifying, and assigning bugs to programmers a difficult and time consuming task. In this research, we apply natural language processing techniques to automatically assess the quality of free form bug reports and use this assessment to enrich our existing software engineering ontology to provide maintainers with semantic rich queries. Keywords: Software evolution, semantic assistance, bug tracker, natural language processing, ontologies



1 Introduction Software repositories such as version control systems, archived communications between project personnel, and bug tracking systems are used to help manage the progress and evolution of software projects. In more recent years, research has started to focus on identifying ways in which mining these repositories can help for software development and evolution. Repositories contain explicit and implicit knowledge about software projects that can be mined to provide additional insights to guide the continuous software development and plan evolutionary aspects of software projects. In what follows, we focus on the mining and analys is of free form bug reports found in bug repositories. Large projects often use bug tracking tools to deal with defect reports [1]. These bug tracking systems allow users to report, track, describe, comment on, and classify bug reports and feature requests. One popular example for such a bug tracking tool commonly found in the open source community is Bugzilla. Existing work on analyzing bug reports has shown that many reports in these repositories contain invalid or duplicate information [1]. For the remaining ones, a significant portion tends to be of low quality, due to their omission of important



information, or by adding irrelevant information (noise) to them. As a result, many of them end up to be treated in an untimely or delayed manner. Providing an automated or semi-automated approach to evaluate the quality of bug reports can therefore provide an immediate added benefit to organizations that often have to deal with a large number of bug reports. The presented research is part of a larger project on applying semantic web technologies to support system evolution [28, 29]. The approach is based on the use of a common formal ontological representation to integrate different software artifacts. Among the artifacts we have modeled and populated in sub-ontologies so far are bug reports, source code repositories, documentation artifacts, and high-level process definitions (Figure 1). The ontological representation provides us with the ability to reduce both the abstraction and semantic gap that normally exist among these artifacts. Concepts and their instances, in combination with their relationships, are used to explore and infer explicit and implic it knowledge across sub-ontologies (artifacts). Our semantic web based software evolution environment not only supports knowledge exploration across artifacts [30], but also the re-establishment of traceability links among them [2].



Fig. 1. Supporting system evolution through semantic web technology



In this research, our primary focus is on investigating the automated evaluation of various quality properties in bug reports, in order to enrich our ontology. We further show how bug quality can guide the knowledge exploration process and be used to manage inconsistent information within the ontology. The two main objectives for our research can be defined as follows: 1.



Quality assessment of bug reports to improve the quality of their free form descriptions. Extend/refine existing quality attributes and introduce new ones to enhance the quality assessment of bug reports. Support the automated identification of low quality bug reports that often tend to be invalid ones.



2. The integration of bug report quality as part of our existing work on supporting software evolution through the use of semantic web technologies. From the quality of bug reports, it is possible to assess the maturity of the bug reporting process. Our objective is to make this information an integrated part of our current software ontology to provide guidance during typical software maintenance activities. Knowledge about the quality of bug reports is also a relevant information source for automating the quality assessment of software projects. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we provide an overview of text mining and its support for the extraction of information from unstructured text. Section 3 introduces factors applicable to classify and evaluate the quality of bug reports. Section 4 reports the results from our case study, evaluating the precision and recall of our approach in analyzing the quality of bug reports in an open source project. Section 5 describes the integration of the analyzed data in the software engineering ontology. Section 6 compares our work to other relevant work in the domain and concludes.



2 Text Mining Text mining, also referred to as knowledge mining, corresponds to the process of deriving non-trivial, high quality information from unstructured text that is typically derived through the division of patterns and trends through means such as statistical pattern learning [3]. Unlike Information Retrieval (IR) systems [4], text mining does not simply return documents pertaining to a query, but rather attempts to obtain semantic information from the documents using techniques from Natural Language Processing (NLP) [5] and Artificial Intelligence (AI). In the software domain for example, a text mining system can be employed to obtain information about individual bugs. Information can then be exported in a structured format for further (automated) analysis or for browsing by a user. Commonly used export formats are XML or relational database tuples. When text mining results are exported (in the form of instances) in an existing ontology, the process is called ontology population, which is different from ontology learning, where the concepts themselves (and their relations) are (semi-) automatically acquired from natural language texts. Text mining systems are often implemented using component-based frameworks, such as GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering) [6] or IBM's UIMA (Unstructured Information Management Architecture). We developed our text mining system based on the GATE framework. The GATE framework is component-based, utilizing both standard tools shipped with GATE and custom components developed specifically for software text mining. Within the text mining process, a number of standard NLP techniques are commonly performed. These techniques include first dividing the textual input stream into individual tokens with a (Unicode) tokenizer, using a sentence splitter to detect sentence boundaries, and running a statistical Partof-Speech (POS) tagger that assigns labels (e.g., noun, verb, and adjective) to each word. Larger grammatical structures, such as Noun Phrases (NPs) and Verb Groups



(VGs), can then be created based on these tags using chunker modules. Based on these foundational analysis steps, more semantically-oriented analyses can be performed, which typically require domain and language specific algorithms and resources.



3 Assessing Bug Report Quality Common to most bug tracking systems is that they come with a number of predefined fields, including information to classify the bug reports, such as the relevant product, version, operating system, and self-reported incident severity, as well as freeform text fields, such as defect title and description. In addition, users and developers can leave comments and submit attachments, which often take the form of patches or screenshots. In the context of our research, we are interested in particular in analyzing the free text used to describe the encountered problem and circumstances when the reported bug occurs. This free form text is normally attached to the report without requiring any further analysis or evaluation prior to its submission. Some recent studies [8, 9] have shown that bug quality assessment is largely determined by the free text entered by reporters which greatly varies in quality. 3.1 Quality Attributes Existing work on analyzing bug reports has shown that these reports do provide a number of distinctive characteristics which allow developers to judge of their quality. First, the quality of a bug report largely depends on its helpfulness in identifying and understanding the reported problem. A survey performed by Bettenburg et al. in [8] shows that the most important properties developers are looking for in a bug report are: the steps to reproduce the problem (83%), followed by stack traces (57%), test cases (51%), screenshots (26%), code examples (14%), and a comparison of observed versus expected behavior. Second, bug report guidelines, e.g. [7], have been formulated to describe the characteristics of a high quality bug report. The advices provided to adhere to these characteristics are as follows: Be precise Explain it so others can reproduce it One bug per report Clearly separate fact from speculation No abuse or whining about decisions We now introduce a new set of quality guidelines for the evaluation of free form bug descriptions found in typical bug reports. The attributes themselves are derived from results observed in [8, 9] and general guidelines for good report qualities, such as the ones discussed in [7]. We define the quality attributes and illustrate them through bug excerpts extracted from the ArgoUML bug repository. Keywords and key expression are highlighted in bold.



Certainty. The level of speculation is embedded in a bug description. A high certainty indicates a clear understanding of the problem and often also implies that the reporter can provide suggestions on how to solve the problem. Individual parts won't link after downloading I'm new to Java, hence this is probably a very simple error and not a 'true' bug. When I type … (Bug# 333) Import class from another package? To Me it seems not to be possible to create a class within a diagram from a different package? (Bug# 378)



Focus. The bug description does not contain any off-topic discussions, complaints or personal statements. Only one bug is described per report. Hi, I'm a very new user to ArgoUML. I found it exciting and hope to be an enthusiastic contributor. Direct to the point… (Bug# 236) V0.10 on OS X has no menu bar When launching v0.10 on OSX, no menu bar is visible. Additionally, none of the hot keys work (like Ctrl-S for save). (Bug# 860)



Reproducibility. The bug report description includes steps to reproduce a bug or the context under which a problem occurred. Cannot delete a diagram. After adding a diagram (class/state), I couldn't delete it from the project. (Bug# 269) Checking if names are unique First, create two packages and one class diagram by package. Then, add one class to a package…. (Bug# 79)



Observability. The bug report contains a clear observed (positive or negative) behavior. Evidence of the occurred problem such as screenshots, stack trac es, or code samples is provided. GUI hangs when attempting to bold text The GUI hangs (CPU load for the java process jumps to 90% + and does not stop) when I try to change the style of a text object. (Bug# 364)



Question mark does not work in text fields In text fields, the question mark does not work. I have a German keyboard layout and version 0.9.3 (Bug# 374)



In addition to these categories, general text quality measurements, such as evaluating the grammatical correctness of the bug description, the number of spelling errors per sentence, and readability indices can be applied. In the next section, we present an experimental study to automatically evaluate the overall quality of the free form description found in bug reports of open source project.



4 Experimental Evaluation Many large software projects face the challenge of managing and evaluating a considerable number of bug reports. This is the case in particular for open source projects, where users can freely (after having registered) submit their ow n bug reports. For our case study, we selected ArgoUML, a leading UML editor with a publicly accessible bug tracking system. ArgoUML has since its inception in 1998 undergone several release cycles and is still under active development. Its bug database counts over 5,100 open/closed defects and enhancements. In what follows, we describe the data set extracted from the ArgoUML bug repository and the NLP techniques used to mine the bug descriptions. At the end of the section, we provide a discussion on the observed results from our automated analysis of the bug description quality in ArgoUML.



4.1 Dataset The bug report dataset used originates from the publicly available bug tracking system of ArgoUML. We extracted a dataset of 5,000 bugs through an Eclipse plug-in that also automatically populated our bug report sub-ontology. Figure 2 shows the distribution of defects (3,731) as well as features and enhancements (1,108).



Fig. 2. Bug/Feature ratio of the bug repository



Bugs, which have not yet undergone the triage problem and therefore, are either not yet classified or assigned to a maintainer, are considered as open. An analysis of the reported defects showed that 20% of all bugs in the bug repository are still considered to be open (Figure 3a).



Fig. 3. a. Open vs. closed Bugs b. Classification of closed bugs



A further analysis of the bugs already closed (Figure 3b) revealed that a relatively large percentage of bugs are either marked as invalid (21%) or duplicate (12 %), resulting in only 67% of all closed bugs to be fixed bug instances. While considerable research effort has been spent on identifying duplicate bug reports, the large number of invalid bugs, typically the result of low quality bug reports, justifies the need for automated quality assessment. Prior to applying our text mining on the collected data set, we performed several data preprocessing and filtering steps to eliminate noise in the data to derive some basic quality attributes: 1. 2. 3.



Extraction of elements of interest (bug type, reporter, creation timestamp, closed timestamp, title, description, and attachment). Text cleanup to eliminate unnecessary line breaks (produced by the HTML form used to report bugs) as well as characters not allowed in XML text content. Information gathering by adding new attributes derived from existing information, such as the number of spelling errors and elapsed days between the creation and closing of a bug.



4.2 Methodology For the assessment and identification of the quality attributes introduced in section 3.2, we used NLP in conjunction with simple field extraction. For our approach, the natural language processing framework used was GATE1. In what follows, we explain in more detail the extraction method applied for each quality attribute. Certainty. In [10], it has been demonstrated that hedges can be found with high accuracy using syntactic patterns and a simple weighting scheme. The gazetteer lists used in [10] have been provided by the authors and are used in our approach to 1
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identify speculative language. Due to the availability of a negation-identifier, it was further possible to add additional hedging cues based on negated verbs and adjectives (e.g., “not sure”). As suggestions to solve a problem also make use of hedging, a distinction between problem description and suggested solution has to be made. Since problem descriptions tend to appear at the start of a bug report while suggestions tend to appear at the end, only hedges found in the first half of an error report have been counted. Additionally, the default GATE sentence splitter has been modified to correctly tag question-sentences. Focus. The focus of bug reports is assessed by identifying emotional statement (such as “love” or “exciting”), as well as topic splitting breaks (such as “by the way” or “on top of that”) through a gazetteer. Reproducibility. By manually evaluating over 500 bug reports, time clauses used in bug descriptions could be identified as a reliable hint for paragraphs describing the context in which a problem occurred. For example: “When I clicked the button” or “While starting the application”. These can be easily annotated us ing a POS tagger and JAPE grammar. To identify the listing of reproduction steps, the standard GATE sentence splitter has been modified to recognize itemizations (characters ‘+’, ‘-‘, ‘*’) as well as enumerations (in the form of ‘1.’, ‘(1)’, ‘[1]’). Observability. To identify observations in bug descriptions, word frequencies have been compared with the expected numbers from non-bug related sources. For words appearing distinctively more often than expected, a categorization in positive and negative sentiment has been performed. Table 1 shows a sample of identified words and their sentiments. Table 1. Sentiment analysis Type Neg. Noun Neg. Verb Neg. Adj. Pos. Verb Pos. Adj.



Examples attempt, crash, defect, failure,… disappear, fail, hang, ignore,… broken, faulty, illegal, invalid,… allow, appear, display, found,… correct, easy, good, helpful,…



Total 22 32 34 24 16



A gazetteer annotates both positive and negative observations. Our experiments have shown that only negative observations provide reliable hints for observed faulty behavior. Therefore, positive observations need to be further analyzed. A GATE plugin identifies negated sentence fragments and respectively transforms positive into negative observations (e.g. “not fully working” is a reliable hint). Stack traces can be identified relatively easily using regular expressions. Similarly, source code fragments are identified by searching for typical expressions such as variable declarations or method calls and class names. By referring to the already existing source code ontology, a list of possible method, class, and namespace names are gathered to eases the identification process and improve both the recall and precision. Links identified through this method are also written back to the ontology



creating a traceability link between source code and bugs. Attachments are categorized by their file type (already available as information in the bug tracking system). 4.3 Evaluation For the evaluation of our approach, we selected a random data sample consisting of 178 bugs from all available bug reports in the ArgoUML bug repository. 7 experienced Java developers (master and Ph.D. students which have previously worked with ArgoUML at the source code level) have been asked to fill out a questionnaire assessing the quality of bugs. For each of the selected bugs, the users performed a subjective evaluation of the bug report quality using a scale ranging from 1 to 5 (with 1 corresponding to very high quality and 5 to very low quality). The evaluation was performed within one week as part of an assignment.



Fig. 4. Case study questionnaire results



Figure 4 shows the distribution of the collected answers after evaluating the sample. The average quality of existing bugs of ArgoUML is relatively high, which might be related to the strong technical background of the ArgoUML community. ArgoUML itself is a des ign tool, which is typically used by software designer and developers who have typically a solid background in programming and software development. The collected data was normalized and analyzed for high deviation (which shows a limited confidence in the assigned quality value). As a result of this data normalization step, 9 bugs with high deviation were filtered out. The remaining 169 bugs have been used to train supervised learning models. We used both decision trees as well as a Naïve Bayes classifier with leave-one-out cross validation (predicting the quality of each bug by learning from all other bugs). Table 2 (decision tree model) and Table 3 (Naïve Bayes model) show the precision and recall for the different quality assessments. The columns denote the average quality rating observed by developers. Rows show the quality predicted by our approach. Dark grey cells show a direct overlapping between the predicted quality and the one rated by developers. In addition, the light grey areas include the predictions which have been off-by-one from developer ratings. As expected, the classification of bugs with good quality tends to be easier than identifying poor quality bugs.



Table 2. Results decision tree model Predicted
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Table 3. Results Naïve Bayes model Predicted
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Table 4 provides a comparison of the overall accuracy of the two learning models, differentiating the scenarios with and without off-by-one comparison. Although a Naïve Bayes classifier performs slightly better, results from both learning models provide similar, stable results. The results from our case study show that our model predicts the quality of bugs reasonable well. As the quality rating of bugs by developers is subjective and therefore, tends to show an error margin (the questionnaire shows an average deviation of 0.62), we also considered ratings which are off-by-one (e.g., observer ‘very good’ - predicted ‘good’). Taking in consideration these error margins, our classification performance reaches 81%. Table 4. Result comparison Learner Decision Tree Naïve Bayes



Overlap 44% 43%



Off-By-One 78% 81%



4.4 Validation The following example illustrates the potential application of our automated bug evaluation tool. We have applied our learned model to the ArgoUML bug tracker to evaluate the overall quality of bugs stored in the bug repository. As shown in Figure 5, approximately 60% of all bugs have been classified by our approach as ‘very good’. This confirms the results from our case study on the ArgoUML bug repository (Figure 4) in which a large percentage of reported bugs has also been rated ‘good’ or ‘very good’. Additionally, the percentage of bugs with low quality correlates closely with the number of invalid bugs (Figure 3b).



Fig. 5. Classified ArgoUML bug tracker



The experimental evaluation showed that our model of classifying and assessing the quality level of the free form text attached to bug reports in bug tracking systems provides stable results. This additional knowledge can be further applied to investigate and assess the overall maturity level of open source projects.



5 Ontological Integration Various software artifacts, like requirements, design documents, or bug reports, can contain a large amount of information in the form of descriptions and text written in natural language. These documents, combined with source code, represent the main type of software artifacts used during software evolution [2]. Existing source code/document traceability research [16] has mainly focused on connecting these documents and source code using Information Retrieval (IR) techniques. However, these IR approaches ignore structural and semantic information that can be found in documents and source code, limiting therefore both their precision and applicability. In previous research [28, 29], we already introduced a formal ontological representation that covers source code, documentation, as well as bug reports and showed how links can be established through a combination of code analysis and text mining techniques [11, 29]. We used the ontology export support provided by the GATE framework to integrate the knowledge about the quality of bug reports in our existing bug tracker ontology. The newly enriched bug tracking sub-ontology becomes an integrated part of our already existing software engineering ontologies.



Given our common ontological representation, knowledge about the quality of bug reports can now be used to guide the knowledge exploration process to support various software evolution activities. The following queries (based on the SPARQL syntax) illustrate the use of our bug quality assessment in different contexts. Query #1 Description: Focus the maintainer’s attention on the classes that are mentioned in quality bug reports (in this case “good” or “very good”). Intent: Help maintainers/manager prioritize bugs based on the quality of their descriptions. PREFIX vom:  SELECT DISTINCT ?class WHERE { {?class vom:isRelatedTo ?bug. ?bug vom:hasStatus “New“. ?bug vom:hasQuality “Good”. } UNION {?class vom:isRelatedTo ?bug. ?bug vom:hasStatus “New“. ?bug vom:hasQuality “Very Good”. } }



Query #2: Description: Identify users who have submitted low quality bug reports. Intent: The query can be applied, for example, to provide additional training or guidance to these users on how to write good bug reports. PREFIX vom:  SELECT DISTINCT ?user WHERE { UNION {?user vom:hasCreated ?entity. ?entity vom:isRelatedTo ?bug. ?bug rdf:type :Bug. } {?user vom:hasCreated ?bug. ?bug vom:hasQuality “Low”. }  }



The Semantic Web is characterized by decentralization, heterogeneity, and lack of central control or authority. Given such a heterogeneous environment, knowledge integration, as we performed for the software domain, becomes also the management of inconsistent information. It is not realistic to expect all the sources to share a single, consistent view at all times. Rather, we expect disagreements between individual users and tools during an analysis. Trustworthiness within our software engineering ontology is managed through queries which can now be extended similarly with quality attributes. For example, choosing between two bug reports



describing a certain portion of source code, one as a ‘Composite Pattern’ the other, as a ‘Singleton’ can be resolved by trusting the bug report with higher quality. The presented bug assessment approach has been implemented as part of our semantic assistance framework which is described in more detail in [28, 29].



6 Discussion As we have shown throughout this article, writing bug reports of high quality is not a simple task. Different factors can affect the quality of bug reports. It is in particular the free form descriptions attached to these reports that can contain important information describing the context of a bug, the type of unexpected behavior that occurs, and even potential solutions to resolve the problem. However, assessing these natural language based descriptions is a time consuming task. Being able to provide an automated quality assessment is a first step towards improving the quality and maturity of bug reports. As advocated by most process improvement models, the ability to evaluate and assess quality is an essential pre-requisite for future improvements [12]. Natural language processing. Traditional approaches dealing with software documents and natural language are mainly based on Information Retrieval (IR) techniques [4], which address the indexing, classifying, and retrieving of information in natural language documents. Some existing research recovers traceability links between source code and design documents using IR techniques by indexing software documents and then automatically linking software requirements documents through indexes to implementation artifacts. Thesaurus-based retrieval models, e.g. [13] address this issue by using a collection of information concerning relationship between different terms. However, IR based approaches typically neglect structural and semantic information in the software documents, therefore limiting their ability in providing results with regards to the “meaning” of documents. Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) [15] induces representations of the meaning of words by analyzing the relationships between words and passages in large bodies of text. However the main application domain so far has been on the recovery of traceability links and localization of domain concepts in source code. Very little previous work exists on text mining software documents containing natural language. Most of this research has focused on analysing texts at the specification level, e.g., in order to automatically convert use case descriptions into a formal representation [17] or detect inconsistent requirements [18]. In comparison, our work focuses on the analysis of quality attributes of free form bug descriptions. Analyzing those natural language descriptions in bug reports is inherently difficult, as they cover various levels of abstractions, ranging from feature requests to low level information about compilation errors. Evaluating Bug Quality. There exist a significant body of work which has studied bug reports to automatically assign them to developers [19], assign locations to bug reports [20], track features over time [21], recognize bug duplicates [22, 23], and



predict effort for bug reports [24]. Antoniol et al. [25] pointed out that there often exists a lack of integration between version archives and bug databases. The Mylyn tool by Kersten and Murphy [26] allows attaching a task context to bug reports so that they can be traced at a very fine level of detail. There exist however only limited work on modeling and automatically evaluating the quality of the bug reports themselves. The work most closely related to ours is by Bettenburg et al. and their QUZILLA tool [8]. They also evaluate quality of bug reports, using different quality attributes. Our work can be seen as a continuation of the work performed by Bettenburg. Our reproducibility attribute is a refinement of Bettenburg’s [9] attribute, by considering also the context described in the bug report. We extend the observability property also with negative observations to be further analyzed. Furthermore, we introduce the certainty and focus property. Certainty evaluates the confidence level of the bug writer in analyzing and describing the bug. Our focus property, on the other hand, looks at emotions and other prose text that might bloat the bug description and make it less comprehensible. Ko et al. [14] performed a linguistic analysis of bug reports but lacks both a concrete application and an evaluation of their approach. Their work focuses on bug titles while our work analyzes the full bug description. Semantic Web technology. Ontologies have been commonly regarded as a standard technique for representing domain semantics and resolving semantic ambiguities. Existing research on applying Semantic Web techniques in software maintenance mainly focuses on providing ontological representation for particular software artifacts or supporting specific maintenance tasks [27]. The introduction of an ontological representation for software artifacts allow us to utilize existing techniques such as text mining and information extraction [3], to “understand” parts of the semantics conveyed by these informal information resources and thus, to integrate information from different sources at finer granularity levels. In our previous work, we demonstrated how the ontological model of source code and documentation can support various maintenance tasks, such as program comprehension [28], architectural analysis [29], and security analysis [11]. Integrating knowledge about internal and external quality aspect of software artifacts is an important step towards providing semantic support in software evolution.
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Abstract. Large software frameworks and applications tend to have a signiﬁcant learning curve both for new developers working on system extensions and for other software engineers who wish to integrate relevant parts into their own applications. Recent research has begun to demonstrate that semantic technologies are a promising way to address some of these issues. In this paper, we present a semantic-based prototype that is made for an open-source software engineering project with the goal to explore the methods for assisting open-source developers and software users to learn and maintain the system without major eﬀort. Key words: semantic annotation, ontology learning, semantic access, software artefacts



1



Introduction



Successful code reuse and bug avoidance in software engineering requires numerous qualities, both of the library code and of the development staﬀ; two important qualities are ease of identiﬁcation of relevant components and ease of understanding of their parameters and usage proﬁles. The attraction of using semantic technology to address this problem lies in its potential to transform existing software documentation into a conceptually organised and semantically interlinked knowledge space that incorporates unstructured data from multiple software artefacts: forum postings, manuals, structured data from source code and conﬁguration ﬁles. The enriched information can then be used to add novel functionality to web-based documentation of the software concerned, providing the developer with new and powerful ways to locate and integrate components (either for reuse or for integration with new development). In the context of the TAO (tao-project.eu), we have developed a semanticbased prototype, on the basis of GATE (gate.ac.uk) – widely used open-source software project. The goal of this prototype is to explore the methods for assisting distributed, dynamic groups of software developers and users to learn and maintain this system without major eﬀort, through the application of semantic web technologies. As the core of any semantic-enabled system is in ontologies, we ﬁrst
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acquired the domain ontology semi-automatically from the GATE source code, documentation, manuals and other software artefacts. The domain ontology is used for the semantic content augmentation process, to annotate automatically all software artefacts. The results are stored in a semantic annotation repository to enable users to carry out semantic searches and easily ﬁnd all information relevant to a given GATE concept. The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss requirements for the GATE case study. In order to meet these requirements, we developed the semantic-enabled prototype which is described in Section 3. Section 4 draws conclusions and outlines directions for future work.



2



The Case Study



GATE [1] is an open-source, general architecture for text engineering, used by thousands of users at hundreds of sites. The development team consists at present of over 15 people, but over the years more than 30 people have been involved in the project. As such, this software product exhibits all the speciﬁc problems that large long-running open-source projects encounter. While GATE has increasingly facilitated the development of knowledge-based applications with semantic features (e.g. [2–4]), its own implementation has continued to be based on functionalities justiﬁed on the syntactic level, understood by informal human-readable documentation. By its very nature as a successful and accepted ’general architecture’, a systematic understanding of its concepts and their relation is shared between its human users. It is simply that this understanding has not been formalised into a description that can be reasoned about by machines or made easier to access by new users. Indeed, novice GATE users are ﬁnding it diﬃcult due to the large amount of heterogeneous information, which cannot be accessed via a uniﬁed interface. Using machine-understandable language to interpret facts about GATE means using ontologies to transform existing software documentation (user manuals, source code, forum posts) into a conceptually organised and semantically interlinked knowledge space. Such a knowledge space could be a step towards enhanced knowledge access to support distributed teams of software developers and users. In order to build and query such a knowledge space, following needs to be done: – develop domain ontology based on software artefacts, – implement a semantic annotation process which indexes software artefacts regularly with respect to the domain ontology and updates the knowledge base/semantic annotation repository, – enable accessing the knowledge base in a user-friendly manner. In the next section, we present a semantic-based prototype system for enhanced access to software artefacts developed in order to meet the requirements above. The core of this prototype is in the domain ontology, which has been designed semi-automatically using ontology learning tools. Due to the space
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limitations we will not detail learning domain ontology from software artefacts here, as that is explained elsewhere (see [5]).
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The Semantic Annotation and Knowledge Access Prototype



In order to collect software artefacts about GATE which are dispersed across diﬀerent locations on the Web, we implemented a crawler which is downloading relevant data (Section 3.1). These data are then being processed by the CA Service for semantic annotation (Section 3.2). Automatically produced annotations are exported by the CA (Content Augmentation) Index (Section 3.3) and stored in the knowledge store. Finally, these annotations are made accessible through text-based queries (Section 3.4). 3.1



Data Collection



Gathering relevant data about GATE required implementing a crawler which visits gate.ac.uk and downloads manuals, JavaDoc, source code, papers (including those from external links) and other software artefacts. Additionally, the crawler is visiting the GATE mailing list which is hosted on sourceforge.net, and downloading all new posts, which have not been indexed already in previous iterations (see Figure 1). This process is run on a daily basis to capture and index new software artefacts, as soon as they become available. At the time of writing we have collected around 2GB of content (10000 documents), the majority of which is text-based. When downloading documents, we not only store their content (docContent in Figure 1) but also the URL from which the document was downloaded (docURL) and the type of the document (docType). We use several simple heuristic rules in order to predict what is the type of the document based on the URL. For example, if the URL contains javadoc, it is easy to conclude that the document is a source documentation ﬁle. Other types are: paper, forum post, Web page, and source code. Once all software artefacts are downloaded and stored, they need to be enriched with semantic information. In our case, that process is performed automatically, as explained next. 3.2



Automatic Content Augmentation



For annotation purposes we use the CA (Content Augmentation) Service (see Figure 1) which wraps Key Concept Identiﬁcation Tool (KCIT). KCIT is an Information Extraction application, based on several general-purpose GATE [6] components plus an ontology-based gazetteer which is capable of producing ontology-aware annotations automatically, i.e., annotations referring to classes, instances and properties in the ontology [7]. The output of the semantic annotation process is a set of annotations and their features: the URI of the ontology resource to which the term refers to, its
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Fig. 1. System architecture



type (e.g., an instance, a class, or a property), and other features that could be used later during search. An example of a semantically annotated document (a Java class from the GATE source code) is shown in Figure 2. The pop-up table depicts annotation features created by KCIT for the annotated term ’Niraj Aswani’. From these features, it can be concluded that this name is referring to a GATE developer as, according to the features, this name is a value (propertyValue) of the property rdfs:label (propertyURI ) for an instance (type) that is of type GATE developer (classURI ). Value 0 for heuristic level indicates that no heuristic rules were used during the semantic annotation process. Once the semantic content augmentation stage is completed, document annotations needs to be merged with document metadata (docURL and docType) and saved in a way that makes them accessible through semantic search. 3.3



Storing Implicit Annotations



The annotation extraction phase (performed via the CA Index shown in Figure 1) comprises of reading produced annotation features, merging them with document-level metadata, and exporting them in a format which is then easily queried via a formal language such as SPARQL. More speciﬁcally, this extracted information needs to ’connect’ a document with diﬀerent mentions of the ontology resources inside that document. For example, if a document contains mentions of the class Sentence Splitter, the output should be modeled in a way that preserves this information during query time (i.e. the URLs of all documents mentioning this class should be found easily). For this purpose, we use
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Fig. 2. Annotating FlexibleGazetteer.java class with KCIT



the PROTON KM ontology1 , and more speciﬁcally, the Mention and Document classes. The Document class has several properties deﬁned, among which we use: resourceType (refers to the type of the document) and informationResourceIdentiﬁer property (refers to the URL of the annotated document). In the example of the extracted OWL output, generated from the annotated document shown in Figure 2, the Document class is instantiated as follows:   http://gate.ac.uk/gate/doc/java2html/gate/creole/gazetteer/ FlexibleGazetteer.java.html   Source Code  



For the Mention class, deﬁned properties for storing the position of the semantic annotation within the document content are used, namely hasStartOﬀset and hasEndOﬀset. Property occursIn links the two classes, Mention and Document.Property refersAnything is newly deﬁned in order to preserve the URI of the resource to which a Mention is referring to. An example instance of Mention and its relation to the above mentioned instance of Document is encoded as follows:   1



http://proton.semanticweb.org/2005/04/protonkm
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  404   409   



Note that gate: is used in the examples above instead of the full namespace of the ontology which is http://gate.ac.uk/ns/gate-ontology# simply for the sake of brevity. The long names for the new instances of both Document and Mention classes are created automatically. The extracted annotations are stored in an OWL-compatible knowledge repository (OWLIM [8]), and accessible for querying using formal query languages (e.g.,SeRQL, SPARQL). Such languages – while having a strong expressive power – require detailed knowledge of their formal syntax and understanding of ontologies. One of the ways to lower the learning overhead and make semantic-based queries more straightforward is through a text-based queries. 3.4



Semantic-based Access through Text-based Queries



In order to enable advanced semantic-based access through text-based queries, we have customised a Question-based Interface to Ontologies – QuestIO (Document Finder in Figure 1), which we have developed in our previous work [7, 9]. QuestIO is a domain-independent system which translates text-based queries into the relevant SeRQL queries, executes them and presents the results to the user. QuestIO works so that it ﬁrst recognises key concepts inside the query, detects any potential relations between them, and creates the required semantic query. For example, if the query consisted of two concepts (e.g. ’plugins in GATE’) the matching triples from the ontology will be extracted and shown (in this case – a list of all instances of GATE plugins). In order to access the data stored in the implicit annotations (i.e. the URLs of Documents with particular Mentions) we had to make QuestIO more intuitive, by customising it so that the user can omit some obvious concepts when posting the query. For example, if the user needs more information about the Sentence Splitter parameters (i.e. doc URLs which mention these concepts), the query for QuestIO would need to be formed as documents about Sentence Splitter parameters. We customised QuestIO so that document is added to the query by default, so that users do not have to specify this explicitly each time. Also, as the output of QuestIO is a set of triple-like rows, we have customised it to produce a two column table of results (the ﬁrst column showing document URLs, the second showing document types), rather than a table with relations between concepts. An example query with results is shown in Figure 3. For the query ’niraj’, list of documents mentioning this term is returned, among which the last link points to the documentation about Flexible Gazetteer. This is inline with the Figure 2, from which it can be concluded that Niraj is the author of the class FlexibleGazetteer.java. The advantage of the semantics used
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in the prototype is such that queries are observed as concepts, not like a set of characters – as it is the case in traditional search engines. For example, Niraj, Niraj Aswani, or NA (as initials) would all return the same results as soon as the ontology encodes that these terms refer to the one particular concept.



Fig. 3. List of results for the query ’niraj’



At the moment, our prototype is returning a list of all relevant documents, without any ranking. In future work we will investigate methods for result summarisation and clustering.



4



Conclusion and Future Work



This paper described a prototype for enhanced semantic access to software artefacts using the GATE open-source project as an example. In contrast to approaches such as OSEE [10], we do not alter the software development practices, but rather layer some semantic technology on top, to enable new usage of already existing software artefacts. In this respect, our work is similar to the Dhruv bug resolution system [11], which, unlike us, however encountered scalability problems with the semantic repository and also did not examine ontology learning as a way of bootstrapping the process.
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Our approach consists of three basic steps. Firstly, the domain ontology is either authored manually or bootstrapped through ontology learning and population techniques. The second phase is semantic annotation which is performed fully automatically. The generated annotations together with document metadata are stored in a repository in OWL format and are made accessible via natural language-based queries. Our future work will focus on the improvement of the current interface, and the implementation of result clustering and summarisation. For the evaluation of the prototype, in the forthcoming months we will carry out a user-centric evaluation which will be along the following dimensions: – ﬁnding the speciﬁc information, with and without semantic-based access, – beneﬁts and usability of our language-based knowledge access approach, – scalability of the knowledge stores and ability to store all software artefacts. Acknowledgements. This research was partially supported by the EU Sixth Framework Program project TAO (FP6-026460).
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1.



Introduction



Today there is an urgent need in the software community for developing variable software. Variable software is known under names as software product line or software product family [1]. Variability in software is specified by defining a set of required variant tasks, i.e. functionalities that need to be implemented but can be implemented through different variants. This is usually done by summing up all the possible features that products could have. The concept of feature commonly represents an increment in program functionality. Feature models (also known as feature diagrams) are used to visually represent features and their relations [2, 3]. Different combinations of features thus make up the variation in products. Feature models alone are not sufficient for variability. Applying the divide and conquer strategy, a software product is divided into components and different teams



or persons are involved in the development of the different components. The main complicating factor is that when dividing a system into a set of components, dependencies between their features exist due to constraints such as hardware/software limitations, security policy issues, and others. Typically, there are many relations between the features of a single software component. This complexity even rises with the many interactions, dependencies and conflicts that may exist between the features of different components. Many of these dependencies and relations are not easily captured by feature models, and with the number of features in today’s complex systems jumping to a few thousand, feature models become very difficult to manage. For one system, multiple features models could exist to model the variability of the different parts of the system. This makes the integration of feature models in a distributed and collaborative system design process a complicated effort. At the same time, to complicate practical application even further, there is no real agreed upon semantics for feature models [4]. Many variations to the original notation of FODA [2] exist such as FORM [5] and FeatuRSEB [6]; for a detailed study about these variations we refer the reader to [4]. Moreover, there are a number of extensions of FODA, such as to include cardinality [7] and feature constraints [8]. This apparent lack of a common semantics for feature models makes it difficult to exchange and share feature models in practical applications. As a consequence, tool support for feature model has become fragile, making transformations between feature models a problematic issue. We believe that providing a machine-processable feature model ontology will create a common base for generic feature model tool support. In this paper we provide an OWL-based approach to represent and manage feature models. We have two main contributions. First, we provide an OWL ontology to represent and define feature models. Secondly, we present the semantics for feature model integration. We show that employing an ontology-based technique to represent feature models with well-formed semantics allows for better interoperability between different feature models. The integration semantics significantly helps the design process, as it provides the big picture of the overall system which is a vital element in any realistic design process for variable software. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we give a brief introduction of feature model constructs. Section 3 discusses the need for feature model integration and its semantics. Next, in section 4 we present the semantics of our feature model ontology and show how to use reasoning to infer the relevant model consistency.



2.



Feature Model Constructs



Feature models describe hierarchical structures of features. The hierarchies have exactly one root node and the links in the hierarchy show how features are constructed out of other features as their subfeatures. The feature model does not only show the feature composition hierarchy but also shows the nature of the compositions via the relations between features. Commonly, there are five types of relations possible in a feature model: Alternative, Or, And, Mandatory, and Optional [2, 3]. In



addition, additional dependencies between features may exist, often used as constraints. To illustrate this, figure 1 shows the Order Process example, the running example in this paper. It shows three feature models representing the three segments of the order process problem: Order Process, Order Fulfilment, and Order Payment. The feature model shows for each feature its name and type. A feature that contributes to variability is called a variable feature. Accompanied with additional feature dependency constraints (see figure 1), a feature model gives information about the features that should be part of a valid software product. A valid composition of features is called a configuration [1, 3]: a valid composition of features results in a valid product, which is a product that meets all the type restrictions and feature dependencies. The segmentation of the information about features and their relations could cause unjustified or contradictory decisions when constructing a product. A feasible feature model is one that is consistent, i.e. holds no contradictions. A model containing contradictions makes it difficult to find feasible feature compositions, thus reducing the number of valid products. Furthermore segmentation of functionality across different feature models may result in conflicts between the constraints of the different segments. Thus there is a need for feature model conflict detection in the integration of segments; we will discuss this in more details in section 3.



Fig. 1. Order Process Problem, modified after [9], with a) Order Process Segment, b) Order Fulfilment Segment, and c) Order Payment Segment



Current research in feature models is oriented towards finding feasible feature compositions that adhere to all of the relations and constraints defined. In [3] the authors attempt to use a Logic based Truth Maintainance System (LTMS) and Boolean Satisfiability Problem Solver (SAT solver) to propagate constraints. LTMS also provides automatic selections for a possible configuration, and provides justification for automatically selected/deselected features. In [10] feature models are



transformed into a Constraint Satisfaction Problem where a constraint solver is used to determine the feasible configurations of a feature model. In [11], the authors use Higher Order Logic (HOL) to formulate feature models: Prototype Verification System (PVS), a HOL solver, is then used to find feasible configurations. Although in these techniques configurations are automatically found, debugging in case of a design error is a hard task. Neglecting the fact that a contradiction in the model may be blocking feasible or expected feature combinations is a major drawback for such feature analysis techniques [12]. A different approach is presented in [13], where an OWL-based approach was used to represent and verify feature models. OWL constraints are used to model feature relations and constraints defined by the feature model. Given a certain feature configuration their approach can detect whether it is valid or not.



3.



Feature Model Integration



Division of (the design of) large systems in terms of functionality comes quite natural. Often different decentralized teams are involved: this makes agreement on all features and their relations not an easy task. Thus the need to integrate separated features models is crucial for obtaining a correct global understanding of the system. If we see the separate feature models as parts of the global puzzle, then for each part separately we could (assume to) guarantee the correctness or the consistency of the model. As an informal example, suppose we have four features A, B, C, D; in model 1, A is dependent on B, and B is dependent on C. In model 2, C excludes A, and D requires B. On their own, both model 1 and model 2 are consistent. While combining them in a global model, the model becomes inconsistent. This interaction of features in terms of dependencies can influence the selection of other features within a valid composition. We define these interactions as constraints between features. We have done a literature study in the field of feature modelling to identify possible constraints between features. We also investigated the current limitations of feature models and the current need to define constraints in languages like Object Constraint Language (OCL) or even simple English sentences. Furthermore we have looked at work that extends feature models by adding more terms and notations [7, 14]. From these studies, we have composed a list of constraints defining semantic relations between features. We call these constraints feature to feature constraints (FTFC): Table 1 gives our feature to feature constraints and their meaning. Table 1. Feature to Feature Constraints (dependencies) FTFC name



Excludes Extends Impacts Implies



Meaning Feature A excludes feature B means that A and B cannot occur together (XOR). Ex. “Maximum graphics” excludes “Maximum performance”. Feature B extends feature A if B adds to the functionality of A. Ex. “Full registration” extends “Simple registration”. If feature A has an impact on feature B, it means that the existence of A affects the existence of B. This is typically used as a less rigid relation than the Requires relation. Ex. “Air conditioning” impacts “Horse power”. If feature A implies feature B, it means that the existence of A indicates that B should also exist due to a functional need (use relation) or a logical need



(ex. auxiliary features). Ex. “Advanced graphics” implies “High memory” Indicates that feature A has feature B inside of it. Ex. “Add username" includes "Check user name exists”. Incompatible If feature A is incompatible with feature B, then A and B are mutual exclusive due to a conflict. It adds more semantics to the cause of exclusion than excludes, and is usually used for hardware/software dependencies. Ex. “Advanced graphics” incompatible with “Basic graphic controller” Feature A requires feature B if A is functionally dependent on B. Ex. Requires “Advanced editor” requires “Spelling checker”. Feature A uses feature B then there is a dependency relation, so logically if A Uses is required then B should also be required. Ex. “Search” uses “Provide hints”. Constraint used to indicate that two features are the same. Ex. “Advanced Same graphics” same “AG”



Includes



Back to our order process example of figure 1: on its own, each segment is consistent, but putting together the three segments there is a clear inconsistency between the features (marked in red in figure 1). Furthermore, constraints between the features represent semantic links for the integration, such as the uses relation between shipping and shipping_cost. Naturally, in connecting the segments there is also a need to indicate that features are semantically the same. As an example fulfilment in Figure 1.a is semantically the same feature as fulfilment as a root feature in Figure 1.b. By explicitly defining such links as part of the model it becomes possible to track features that depend on or influence other features in the overall integrated model.



4.



Feature Models Represented in OWL



This section describes our OWL [15] (Web Ontology Language) based ontology for representing feature models. By definition, an ontology is a conceptualization of (a part of) the world. In this section we describe our conceptualization of feature models with extended semantics for integration. We chose OWL to represent our ontology. First, because it allows exchanging different feature models, driven by the standardized common, agreed upon semantics of the feature model representation. Second, OWL has formal semantics making it machine-processable which enhances feature modelling tool support, as it will remove the ambiguity in representations and provide a formal understanding of the underlying model. Finally, OWL (DL) was designed to support DL reasoning on top of the ontology model, which enables using DL reasoners to infer knowledge. Next, we will discuss the ontology in more details. 4.1



Feature Model Ontology Constructs



An ontology expresses knowledge of the world in terms of classes, properties and restrictions. Classes represent the real-world concepts or objects. We have chosen the iterative engineering approach described in [16] to model our Feature Model Ontology (FMO). In our ontology representation we model the feature model constructs as classes. Our intension is to express the feature model(s) including integration support: we represent the information of feature model constructs by



providing the vocabulary and structure to represent feature models in a descriptive way. Following a top-down approach to define the key constructs within the feature model representation, (figure 2 shows the ontology class hierarchy): a) Feature Model Ontology Classes • Feature: is the main ontology construct. Features could be of type: external, functional, interface or parameter. • Composition: represents Alternative/Or relations in a feature model. And relations are normalized to mandatory relations and thus are omitted. • Feature Attribute: defines a variable associated with the feature; the value of the variable is specified Fig. 2. FM Ontology Class Hierarchy during the composition of the product. • Feature Relation: represents the Mandatory, OR, Optional, or Alternative types for a feature.. • Inconsistency: is a class that captures inconsistent features: features belonging to the Inconsistency class will be assigned during the reasoning phase. b) Feature Model Ontology Properties: We represent the integration semantics defined in section 3 (Table 1) as sub-properties of the Feature_to_Feature_Constraint property, which has Feature class as both domain and range. Furthermore, Incompatible and Excludes are defined as symmetric properties. Extends, Requires and Includes are defined as transitive properties. Furthermore, for the sake of logical consistency of the model some properties are mutual exclusive. In addition, we define properties that help to model the hierarchal structure of feature models. 4.2



Ontology Implementation Issues



We implemented our Feature Model Ontology using Protégé OWL [17], Pellet [18] as a DL reasoner, SWRL [19] to represent rules, and Jess [20] as a rule engine. a) Specifying the Feature Model Ontology Consistency Ontology consistency is often used to refer to concept satisfiability. We used Pellet for checking the ontology consistency. In our case we also seek for Variability Model Consistency (i.e. logical consistency of the feature model), which can be enforced by defining rules that capture such inconsistencies (conflicts). When bringing together (integrating) fragmented feature models the aim is to obtain one model in which we could easily identify such inconsistencies. To support the detection of inconsistencies in our ontology, we have defined a class named Inconsistency; all instances causing a logical inconsistency will be given membership to this class. The cases which cause a logical inconsistency are represented by a set of SWRL rules: a rule has an antecedent defining an inconsistent situation and a consequent that marks the individuals causing this inconsistent situation. Marking is done by asserting them to have a problem relation between them. Problem is a property of the Inconsistency class. We specify the set of rules that assign inconsistent



individuals to the Inconsistency class via the problem property. We capture two types of inconsistency problems: first, those that emerge from using two properties that are mutually exclusive for the same features (ex. b.2, c.1 in figure 1), and second, those that detect a two-way direction of using a certain property which is defined to be asymmetric (ex. a.4, b.4 in figure 1). b) Reasoning on the Integrated Model Coming back to our running example (figure 1); we populate the Feature Model Ontology with instances representing the Order Process example. Each feature in the problem is represented as an instance of the Feature class. Relations are represented as instances of the Composition class. We use Jess to run the SWRL rules: the rules are transferred to Jess along with the ontology and the rule engine evaluates these rules against the ontology population; we refer the reader to [21] for more information. As a result, Jess will associate the features that have inconsistencies with the problem property, namely Shipping, Credit_Card, and Pay_on_Delivery. We then run Pellet to check the ontology consistency and compute the inferred types (new assertions were made by firing the rules in Jess). Pellet infers that features having a problem relation are members of the Inconsistency class. In the example the Inconsistency class has 3 inferred individuals. This example shows how our approach allows integrating distributed feature models by means of specifying the points of integration and using rules to check the variability model consistency. The combination of the rule engine’s ability to run conflict detection rules with the reasoner’s ability to infer new types enables detecting inconsistencies that follow from implicit (hidden) relations between the features.



5.



Conclusion



Although OWL was initially proposed for the semantic web, its expressive power and formal semantics made it usable in many other domains. This paper demonstrates the use of OWL for creating an ontology for feature models, adding feature-based integration semantics to the integration of segmented feature models. As opposed to the work in [13], our target was to enable creating one model from collaboratively obtained segmented feature models. For doing this, there was a need for introducing an ontology for feature model representation, that will formally represent feature model semantics. For the purpose of bringing together collaborative feature models we enriched our ontology with formal semantics to specify the integration between features. When bringing together fragmented feature models there is a need for conflict detection between different feature models. We applied a rule-based approach, to capture conflicts between features of the integrated model. For our future work towards a complete framework to model and manage feature models, we aim to further enrich our ontology by considering even more use cases than the ones done until now. We also need to provide explanations to users on why a certain inference is made by the reasoner. Currently Pellet provides some support for such debugging possibilities, but in a very non-user-friendly format. As a second stage, an innovative user interface to query the features model ontology is required to allow users to query about features and their relations within the ontology.
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Customizable Workﬂow Support for Collaborative Ontology Development Abraham Sebastian, Tania Tudorache, Natalya F. Noy, Mark A. Musen Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, US {abeseb, tudorache, noy, musen}@stanford.edu Abstract. As knowledge engineering moves to the Semantic Web, ontologies become dynamic products of collaborative development rather than artifacts produced in a closed environment of a research group. However, the projects differ— sometimes signiﬁcantly—in the way that the community members contribute, the different roles that they play, the mechanisms that they use to carry out discussions and to achieve consensus. We are currently developing a ﬂexible mechanism to support a wide range of collaborative workﬂows in the Prot´eg´e environment. In this paper, we describe our overall architecture for workﬂow support, which comprises an ontology for representing workﬂows for collaborative ontology development, a customizable ontology-development environment that our system generates based on a declarative description of a workﬂow, and a run-time integration with a workﬂow execution engine.
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Overview of Workﬂows for Collaborative Ontology Development



Collaborative ontology development has become an active area of research and practice. On most large projects today, ontology development is a collaborative effort, involving both ontology engineers and domain experts. The number of users participating in development ranges from a handful (e.g., the Foundational Model of Anatomy [10]), to a couple of dozens (e.g., the National Cancer Institute’s Thesaurus [13]), to the whole community contributing to the ontology in some way (e.g., the Gene Ontology [5]). With larger groups of users contributing to ontology content, many organizations deﬁne formal workﬂows for collaborative development, describing how project participants reach consensus on deﬁnitions, who can perform changes, who can comment on them, when ontology changes become public and so on. Some collaborative projects have been publishing and reﬁning their workﬂows for years (e.g., the Gene Ontology). In other projects, ontology researchers are working actively with domain experts to make these workﬂows explicit and to provide tooling for supporting the speciﬁc workﬂows (e.g., ontology development for the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) in the NeOn project [6]). These workﬂows differ from project to project, sometimes signiﬁcantly. A workﬂow for a speciﬁc project usually reﬂects that project’s organizational structure, the size and the openness of the community of contributors, the required level of rigor in quality control, the complexity of the representation, and other factors. We are currently working on providing comprehensive support for collaborative ontology development in the Prot´eg´e system.1 Prot´eg´e enables users to edit ontology in a 1
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distributed manner, to discuss their changes, to create proposals for new changes and to monitor and analyze changes. Integrating support for collaborative workﬂows in such a system would mean having the tool itself “lead” the user through the workﬂow steps. For example, the tool can enable or disable certain options, depending on the user’s role, indicate to the user the current stage of the workﬂow and the actions expected or required from this user at this stage, or enable a user to initiate new activities. Because workﬂows may differ signiﬁcantly from project to project, developers must be able to custom-tailor the workﬂow support in terms of both the execution steps and the user interface. Our goal is to develop a framework that would support as wide a variety of workﬂows as possible. We envision that as a group of ontology developers deﬁnes the workﬂow process for a new ontology project, they will describe this process declaratively using our workﬂow ontology. This description may include the list of roles and corresponding privileges, the steps that a change must go through in order to be published, the way tasks get assigned and executed, and so on. Our tools will then use this description to generate a custom-tailored ontology-development environment. The team can then use this environment for their collaborative development, with a workﬂow engine controlling the execution steps. This paper makes the following contributions: – We develop an architecture for supporting customizable workﬂows for collaborative ontology development. This architecture integrates tools for ontology development (Prot´eg´e), declarative description of workﬂows (a workﬂow ontology), discussion support, and a workﬂow engine (Section 3). Our design is driven by a set of requirements that we have identiﬁed by studying a large number of projects that use collaboration in ontology development [12]. – We present a prototype implementation of the architecture (Section 5) by • enabling generation of a custom-tailored ontology-development environment from a set of workﬂow-ontology instances; • mapping our workﬂow ontology to a workﬂow engine in JBoss; • providing an implementation of speciﬁc activities in the workﬂow engine.
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Related Work



Research that affects our work and that we will discuss in this section comes from both the ontology community and the domain of business-process modeling. C-ODO is an OWL meta-model for describing collaborative ontology design [2, 1]. The model focuses on describing design rationale, design decisions, and argumentation process. C-ODO also represents workﬂows, more speciﬁcally, epistemic workﬂows. Epistemic workﬂows describe the ﬂow of knowledge from one rational agent to another. The focus of an epistemic workﬂow is the knowledge resource itself and the workﬂow is focused on the description of how the knowledge resource changes. In our work, we focus on the execution workﬂows describing the actions taken by the agents, which is a complementary view to the one taken by C-ODO. Several environments implement speciﬁc workﬂows for ontology development. For example, the Biomedical Grid Terminology (BiomedGT)2 is a terminology product 2
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launched by the National Cancer Institute (the developers of the NCI Thesaurus [13]) to enable the biomedical research community to participate in extending and reﬁning the NCI Thesaurus. BiomedGT deﬁnes several roles for the members of the community and the steps required from each user to perform a change. The D ILIGENT methodology for collaborative development [14], which has been used in several European projects, and its implementation in the coefﬁcientMakna system focuses on the formal argumentation process in the ontology development. The authors of the D ILIGENT methodology have developed a formal argumentation ontology that deﬁnes different types of arguments and roles that users can play in the arguments. coefﬁcientMakna [14]—also based on a wiki platform—is designed explicitly to support the D ILIGENT argumentation-based approach to ontology engineering. We use the insights provided by the authors of these tools and the speciﬁc solutions that they adopted in our approach. However, our goal is different from the goals of the authors of these systems: We want to develop a framework that works for a vast variety of different workﬂows, rather than for a speciﬁc one. We propose a general framework and a supporting implementation that is easily customizable for a new workﬂow description. In other words, the D ILIGENT or BiomedGT workﬂows are speciﬁc instantiations of our framework. Most likely, the tools generated in this way would be slightly less “perfect” for each speciﬁc workﬂow. The other side of the trade-off, however, is that users do not need to design a new tool for each new workﬂow or to tweak an implementation each time their workﬂow changes. In our case, a user deﬁning a new workﬂow needs to change only the formal description (instantiation) of the workﬂow.
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The Prot´eg´e Architecture for Flexible Workﬂow Support



Figure 1 shows our overall architecture that provides this generic and ﬂexible support for collaborative workﬂows in Prot´eg´e. We are currently implementing components of this architecture. There are three main steps in this support: description, instantiation, tool-generation, and execution. The description level is a workﬂow ontology, deﬁning what components a workﬂow can have. It provides a formal language for describing workﬂows for collaborative ontology development. The ontology contains the generic notion of roles, activities, tasks, and control structures (e.g., CreateProposal, ChangeClassDefinition). Developers then describe their speciﬁc workﬂows by creating a set of instances of the classes in the workﬂow ontology. During this instantiation step, developers specify which roles users have, what activities users with each role can perform, the order of activities, and the conditions that trigger new actions or new workﬂows. Finally, during ontology development, a workﬂow execution engine interacts with the Prot´eg´e environment and controls the ﬂow of operations in which the distributed clients participate and generates a custom-tailored ontology-development environment that reﬂects the workﬂows for the speciﬁc project. The workﬂow engine maintains the state of the workﬂow and provides logging services to track all events and actions in the workﬂow execution. We describe the workﬂow ontology and the instantiation process in Section 4. We discuss the tool generation and the integration with the workﬂow engine in Section 5. 3
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Fig. 1. Components of the workﬂow support in Prot´eg´e. A speciﬁc workﬂow is modeled as instances of the Workﬂow ontology. The workﬂow engine instantiates the workﬂow model for a speciﬁc execution by traversing the graph of the workﬂow instance and executing the actions associated with each task. The workﬂow engine (in our case, PVM), performs such functions as providing persistence, logging, etc.
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Deﬁning and Instantiating the Prot´eg´e Workﬂow Ontology



In our earlier work [12], we presented the details of the Prot´eg´e workﬂow ontology and we evaluated its generality by representing different workﬂows in it. Each workﬂow for collaborative ontology development is associated with ontology elements, ontology changes, or discussions about an ontology (the latter are themselves linked to ontology elements or changes)—a workﬂow target. Workﬂows are deﬁned as a partially ordered set of activities (instances of the Activity class), with one activity invoking the next. Subclasses of the Activity class deﬁne speciﬁc activities in the collaboration process. The workﬂow ontology provides the language and the primitives for describing collaborative workﬂows. For each speciﬁc project, developers create a set of instances of classes in this ontology to describe the process for that project. For example, Figure 2 shows a set of instances of classes in the workﬂow ontology that describes a simple taskmanagement workﬂow. It is a sequential workﬂow (instance of SequentialWorkflow in the diagram). The workﬂow starts with a user with the role Manager creating the task (CreateTask instance). The workﬂow then waits for the task to be completed, and an email is sent to the Manager and the Editor once that happens. For an instantiation of a more complex workﬂow, please see our earlier work [12].
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Generating Customized Development Environment in Prot´eg´e



The Prot´eg´e open-source ontology-editing environment provides the framework and a set of major components for our implementation. Prot´eg´e is both robust and scalable and is being used in production environments by many government and industrial groups. The ontology API and the plugin architecture—some of the most successful features of Prot´eg´e—allow other developers to implement their own custom extensions that can be used either in the Prot´eg´e user interface or as part of other applications. 4
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Fig. 2. The set of instances in the workﬂow ontology describing the task-management workﬂow. Each rectangle is an instance of a class in the workﬂow ontology. The top part of the rectangle indicated the name of the corresponding class.



In building Collaborative Prot´eg´e and the workﬂow support, we have used a number of ontologies and corresponding modules. Each of these ontologies drives one of the software components of the overall architecture. To use the ontologies in the Prot´eg´e toolset, we automatically generate the corresponding APIs from the ontologies themselves using a Java code generator available as a plugin in Prot´eg´e. Generating Java code directly from ontologies helped increase the efﬁciency of our software development. The generated API provides high level access to concepts in an ontology while hiding the underlying storage details [7, 15]. Similarly, we use the workﬂow ontology to generate the Java API to access properties of a workﬂow deﬁnition in the interpreter. We have found automatic code generation to be a very effective technique for generating APIs in an ontology-driven software. Once we generate a custom-tailored environment, we need a workﬂow engine to monitor the execution process. We chose the Process Virtual Machine (PVM)3 as our workﬂow engine. PVM is a software framework from JBoss that provides a common set of services to build execution engines for workﬂow speciﬁcation languages. It does not itself deﬁne a process language but instead provides common services such as workﬂow state management, persistence and logging. PVM can be mapped to any graphbased language for describing the workﬂow. Thus, we use our workﬂow ontology as a workﬂow-deﬁnition language and integrate it with PVM. PVM is embeddable in any Java application. This feature enables easy integration with the existing Prot´eg´e toolset. A PVM workﬂow is a directed graph, in which nodes represent states in the workﬂow and edges are transitions between the states. Each node (i.e., state) in a PVM workﬂow may have associated with it an activity that deﬁnes a speciﬁc runtime behavior (e.g. send email to a user). A Java class can deﬁne the runtime behavior of a node by implementing the Activity Java interface provided by PVM. In our example (Figure 3), the ﬁrst state in the workﬂow is CreateTask. We have associated to it a Java class called CreateTask that implements the Activity interface of PVM. Thus, when the workﬂow transitions to the CreateTask state, the workﬂow engine will invoke the behavior of the state (deﬁned in the CreateTask Java class). In a similar manner, we have implemented Java classes corresponding to each subclass of the Activity class in our workﬂow ontology. 3
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Fig. 3. Integration of workﬂow engine with Protege. This diagram uses the example of a simple AssignTask workﬂow to show how the workﬂow engine is integrated with Prot´eg´e modules and external systems. The workﬂow is initiated by the creation of a new task. The ﬁrst activity CreateTask invokes the Prot´eg´e task-management system to create a task for the Manager. The next activity, OnTaskCompletion, registers with the workﬂow engine’s TaskService to be notiﬁed when the task is completed by the manager. When the TaskService is notiﬁed by the system that the user has completed the task, it proceeds with the workﬂow. The EmailUser activity is implemented using the EmailService. The EmailService sends emails using an SMTP server.



Given a set of instances of the workﬂow ontology that describe a speciﬁc workﬂow (e.g., Figure 2), our interpreter parses the instances to derive the structure of an executable workﬂow (Figure 1). The interpreter thus does the function of mapping a workﬂow description in our ontology to a description that is executable by PVM. For example, we have deﬁned the example workﬂow as a set of instances in the workﬂow ontology as described in Figure 2, and our interpreter has parsed these instances and created the structure for an executable workﬂow in PVM. Speciﬁc events in the Prot´eg´e user interface (e.g. the user clicks on the ”Create task” button) can trigger the execution of the generated workﬂow. As we have mentioned, runtime behavior of a workﬂow state is deﬁned by the implementation of an activity. Activities may use facilities provided by one or more services. Services interface with external modules, such as the task-management system in Prot´eg´e (Figure 3), and provide an interface to all executing workﬂow instances. Services may pool and manage external resources; for example, they may use persistent storage, or persistent connections with external modules. We have implemented a TaskService that provides methods to create, update, or delete tasks and also to register for events such as task completion. Several activities (different states in the workﬂow) can invoke this service. In our example, the TaskService is invoked by the ﬁrst state (i.e. CreateTask) and by the second state (i.e. OnTaskCompletion). The workﬂow engine transparently persists the state of workﬂows as it executes so that they can survive events such as machine reboots. Thus implementations of activities only need to encode the domain-speciﬁc application logic. 6
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Discussion and Future Work



In this paper, we have presented a generic architecture for supporting collaborative workﬂows for ontology development. Our work integrates semantic-web and softwareengineering approaches in several ways and provides some lessons learned and new challenges to address. First, we use a standard workﬂow engine to provide services for an ontology-development workﬂow. In essence, we tightly integrate the two sets of tools, and provide the proof of concept that an off-the-shelf workﬂow engine can indeed work as a workﬂow engine for ontology editing. The work presented here, however, is only a ﬁrst step in this direction: We must implement other critical services that we have catalogued from our study of existing ontology-development projects. We envision some challenges as we implement these services. For instance, it may not always be possible to link userinterface elements to elements of the workﬂow ontology: there may not be a one-to-one correspondence between the two. Thus, we may need a more complex mechanism for the mapping. At this point, we have implemented fairly simple workﬂows. As we try more complex workﬂows, we expect to encounter other challenges in representing their structures. More complex workﬂows will also raise challenges in synchronizing workﬂows that are running in parallel for multiple users, projects, and sessions, and may depend on one another. As we gain more experience with implementing collaborative workﬂows for ontology development, we plan to address these challenges. Second, we use the Model-Driven Architecture approach to generate a large part of our software. Speciﬁcally, we generate an API for the workﬂow component from the workﬂow ontology itself and. However, one of the painful lessons that we learned during our software development using the generated code from an ontology, was that whenever the ontology changed, we had to adapt the rest of the application code that depended on the generated code. If the ontology changed dramatically, the effort in code adaptation was considerable. Therefore, our advice is to generate the code only when the ontology has reached a reasonable level of maturity and when you do not expect it to change too much in the future. Another lesson was the need for better code generators that are able to generate the Java interfaces corresponding only to top level classes in the ontology. The application code should be dependent only on these top level interfaces to be less prone to major modiﬁcations when the underlying ontology changes. The architecture that we described in this paper addresses important requirements for supporting collaborative workﬂows. First, our approach is general and can represent a wide variety of workﬂows. Second, developers can extend our workﬂow ontology and add new types of ontology-related actions and provide their implementation. Our tool-generation can automatically integrate these extensions. Developers can reuse components of our architecture through the API. Our workﬂow support is tightly integrated with the Prot´eg´e ontology-development environment and, for the most part, the user interaction is the same as in the “classic” Prot´eg´e environment. We used the Role ontology to drive the access policies. Finally, PVM provides state persistence which allows long-running workﬂows to persist across sessions and server reboots. Our key next step will be implementing our architecture more fully, supporting other types of ontology-development activities. We plan to evaluate our approach in 7



general and our implementation in particular by deﬁning workﬂow process and creating custom-tailored editing tools for some of the projects that we collaborate with. These projects include the development of the Naitonal Cancer Institute’s Thesaurus [8] and the ATHENA project at the VA Palo Alto Healthcare System [15].
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Introduction



Portals are more and more becoming environments for complex applications. The new Java portlet standard, JSR 2863 , i.e., oﬀers mechanisms for creating portlets as re-usable components which can interact via eventing mechanisms. Thus, they can be assembled into composite applications. In the future, it is envisioned that this assembly shall be done not only by programmers but by business users [1]. This will allow for tailored-made applications. However, ﬁnding and correctly combining portlets is a complex task, in particular, when portlets developed by diﬀerent individuals or providers need to be integrated and when the number of available portlets is high. Non-programmers will need support to perform this task. Formal, machine-understandable descriptions of portlets could help to discover appropriate portlets and to automatically check the designed data ﬂow. We argue that semantic service description languages are a good starting point for such a formalism. A number of approaches exist, that try to augment classical software reuse systems with semantics to achieve a higher degree of automation and user support [2–4]. To the best of our knowledge, up to now, no approaches speciﬁcally tailored to portals have been proposed. Finally, over the last few years, a number of tools like Microsoft Popﬂy, Yahoo Pipes, and IBM’s QEDWiki to support the creation of mashups have been made available. On the one hand, those tools show that application development by more or less unexperienced users is possible, on the other hand, they do not solve the problems addressed in this paper, still require a certain amount of technical knowledge (at least for more advanced combinations), and are not geared towards a portal environment.
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Exploiting Semantic Descriptions for Portal Development



Within our group, DSD (DIANE Service descriptions) [5], a light-weight ontology language speciﬁcally tailored towards services has been developed and extensively evaluated within the Semantic Web Services Challenge4 . This language describes services mostly by the set of eﬀects they can achieve and allows  3 4
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for the conﬁguration of these sets through variables. In the following, we take a look at how this language (or any other semantic service description) could be applied to portlet description. In order to develop their own portal applications, users will need to be able to ﬁnd portlets that oﬀer a desired functionality and possess the needed communication capabilities, i.e., are able to produce or consume certain events. The description mechanisms in DSD allow for precise description and eﬃcient comparison. DSD can be used as-is to describe portlet functionality. A slight adaptation is needed to also capture events ﬁred by a portlet. These could be modeled either as additional eﬀects or as additional output variables. Similarly, expected events can be modeled as inputs or possibly preconditions. DSD supports fully automatic discovery and conﬁguration of services. To achieve this, rather sophisticated request descriptions are needed. For portal application development, a semi-automatic approach is suﬃcient and requires light-weight request descriptions only. Recently, tagging based approaches [6, 7]. have gained some popularity. We propose to combine heavy-weight semantic descriptions of the portlets with lightweight descriptions of user needs. This allows to on the one hand leverage the power of the formal approaches with respect to composition and validation and on the other hand oﬀers a usable interface even to non-expert users.
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Summary and Conclusion



The semantic description of portlets seems to be a promising basis for end users to create their own portal application. Semantic service languages are a good starting point for portlet descriptions, but they must be extended. Currently, we are working towards extending our description language, DSD, and developing a tool to support business users in portal application development.
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Abstract. In this paper we present a methodology by which it is possible to enhance existing web applications and directly deliver to the end users aggregated ”views” of information. These views are accessed by clicking on buttons which are injected into the HTML of the existing application by lightweight plugins. Key words: search, aggregation, methodology, social software, bugtracking
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Introduction



Semantic Web Technologies aim to interconnect information produced on the web. In this work we present ”Sindice based Widgets”, a pragmatic methodology to deliver information aggregation to the end users.
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Solution Architecture



Harvesting by the Sindice semantic indexing Engine The Sindice engine [1] provides indexing and search services for RDF documents. The public API1 , that Sindice exposes, allows to form a query with triple patterns that requested RDF documents should contain. Extended API Web Services Sindice results very often need to be analyzed and reﬁned before they can be directly used for a particular use case. In our solution, the required logic is wrapped in a domain speciﬁc web service. The Extended API uses the basic Sindice service, but also performs several steps to clean, aggregate and cache the data. With respect to this part, our ultimate goal is to provide a set of packages and practices that will guide the developer how to easily and fast create an solution based on Sindice (see Fig. 1).  1
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Fig. 1. Message ﬂow in the Sindice Widgets solution.



Embedded widgets The ﬁnal part of the solution is a visual component that can be injected into some web system such as a blog or a bug tracker. The widget utilizes services from the Extended API to search for information and present it to the user. Additionally the component makes sure that information is not only consumed but also produced. Therefore it publishes and sends notiﬁcations to Sindice so it can index the new or modiﬁed resources.
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Implementation



The SindiceSIOC API [2] and the SindiceBAETLE API are built on top of public Sindice API and oﬀer a set of discovery and search services. For both of the APIs we have supplied sample widgets that present the capabilities of services and let to demonstrate the described architecture in practice. The current version of SindiceSIOC API2 tracks the user activity and link mentions in posts and comments in social spaces. The widget3 that lets to take advantage of this service is built for the WordPress blog4 . The current version of SindiceBAETLE API demo5 enables to get related bugs based on bug URI and track bugs connected to a speciﬁed user for JIRA bug-tracker.
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Introduction



This poster presents the HybridMDSD project [1, 2], which promotes modeldriven software development with multiple DSLs through the application of Semantic Web technologies as foundation for metamodel and model mediation. Section 2 introduces the major context and technologies of this work. Section 3 sheds light on the challenges and problems that arise in this context. In Sect. 4 we shortly describe the HybridMDSD solution approach and architecture. 2



Context and Technologies



As the project title already reveals, the HybridMDSD project deals with modeldriven software development (MDSD) . MDSD promotes modeling constructs to rst class software artifacts that are used to derive actual implementations, e.g., through code generation or interpretation. The employment of multiple domainspecic languages (DSLs) in model-driven scenarios becomes necessary when software is suciently complex as it is the case with, e.g., in large enterprise systems. Through the application of multiple DSLs, a proper separation of concerns can be ensured and dedicated developers can unfold their entire potential of domain-specic expertise. Another paradigm that counts to the corner stones of HybridMDSD is software product line engineering (SPLE) . Here, the management of variability is a key concern, which is also common in large-scale software systems that are to be congured for dierent use cases. We try to improve variability management through our concept of explicit inter-model references. 3



Challenges and Problems



Software applications comprise various dierent technical parts, such as data structure descriptions, behaviour specications, persistence technologies or user interfaces. All these parts are meshed together through certain mechanisms that 
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MusicMash2: A Web 2.0 Application Built in a Semantic Way Stuart Taylor, Jeff Z. Pan and Edward Thomas Department of Computing Science, University of Aberdeen, UK



1 Introduction MusicMash2 is semantic mashup application, which is intended to integrate musicrelated content from various folksonomy based tagging systems and music meta-data Web services. MusicMash2 provides the functionality for users to search for information (including videos) related to artists, albums and songs. An application of this nature presents two main problems. The ﬁrst problem lies with the availability of populated domain ontologies on the Web. The Music Ontology (http://www.musicontology.com/) provides the main classes and properties for describing music on the Web. However, to instantiate this ontology, MusicMash2 must integrate music meta-data from various sources. Secondly, search both within and across folksonomy based systems is an open problem. A naive approach to folksonomy search, such as those provided most tagging systems1 , results in unacceptable precision in domain speciﬁc searches. The lack of search precision is due to the limitations of tagging systems themselves [3]. MusicMash2 addresses this problem by making use of the Folksonomy Search Expansion methods provided by the Taggr system [2]. The search functionality provided by Taggr makes use of the populated Music Ontology provided by the MusicMash2 system to take advantage of domain speciﬁc information when searching folksonomies. An alpha version of MusicMash2 is available at http://www.musicmash.org/.



2 Data Sources As mentioned in Section 1, one of main tasks for MusicMash2 is to populate the Music Ontology with information about artists, albums and songs. Users of the Music Ontology must themselves, ﬁnd the information required to populate the ontology. MusicMash2 makes use of Web services which provide such information (each in their own proprietary format), such as, MusicBrainz , Last.fm and DBpedia MusicMash2 maps the data from each music meta-data Web service, to the standardised Music Ontology format and submits the populated ontology to ONTOSEARCH2 [1]. This allows for the ontological information to be queried by MusicMash2 and used by Taggr to perform searches on folksonomy based systems. Furthermore, since the populated ontology is stored in the ONTOSEARCH2 repository, it can be reused by others elsewhere on the Web. 1
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3 Design and Development Constraints The main design and development constraints are related to the lack of readily available, populated domain speciﬁc ontologies on the Web. Speciﬁcally, both the Music Ontology held in ONTOSEARCH2 and the the Tagging Database held in Taggr must be populated at runtime. This clearly adds on overhead to MusicMash2, where if no information is found in the Music Ontology or Tagging Database relating to the user’s search, then the appropriate information must be retrieved from external Web services. However, once retrieved, this information can be reused by MusicMash2 in later searches since it stored in the ONTOSEARCH2 repository.



4 Reusable Infrastructure MusicMash2 is designed in such a way that it is possible for its infrastructure can be reused to create similar application in other domains. MusicMash2 essentially consists of three components. The ﬁrst component is responsible for populating and querying the Music Ontology. The second, deals with sending search requests to Taggr to retrieve related videos. The third is the web-based GUI for the application. To create a similar application, for example in the domain of Movies, the same infrastructure could be used by modifying the three components appropriately. For example, the ontology population and querying component would be modiﬁed by swapping the Music Ontology for a Movie ontology and adding appropriate data sources.



5 Example Scenario A typical scenario for MusicMash2 can be illustrated by a user searching for information related to an artist. The user ﬁrst enters the name of the artist into the search box. On completion of a successful search, MusicMash2 displays information to user related to the artist. This includes a short abstract from DBpedia, the artist’s discography and links to the artists homepage and Wikipedia articles. The user can also select the Video Gallery tab to display videos relating to the current artist. The Video Gallery makes use of Taggr to return high precision search results for related videos. An example artist page can be viewed at the following URL: http://www.musicmash.org/artist/Metallica.
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